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some of the Sankal'ite literature 9
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Nasato vi.dyate bhivo

nabhavo v~dyate satah /.

Of the non-existent no being is there;

there is no absence of the existent.
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PREFACE

One problem in limiting this thesls is that most

things both are and are note We could discuss almost

everything. However, I will attempt to discuss wh3,t

Advaita Vedanta deems significant about the occurrence

and cognition of absence. Thus we are dealing with t~ree

principal things: non=existence and absence, how they

are encountered and knOiin s and the place of both these
, .

things in the Sankarite tradition.

To some extent we are discussing the basis of

the mysterious and the meanj.ngless 1'1i th the ineffable

as their grolmd" Absence is that which at first appalls

us~ Through the analysis of the occurrence of absence,

AdVf::>.i ta shO"i'!S that it is of several types. Those things

which may be or are absent cause pain thro1.J.gh our attach·~

ment to them. One do 8S11' t desire ,·ri thout having the

absence of the destre I s fulfilment. Deslre as vlell as

expecta.tion thus presupposes absence, for absence is

an irreducible element of our experience e Closer analysis

reveals that the occasion for the knowledge of absence

depends on the continuity of the existence of what is

able to know absence.

Thi s thesi.s vTill a tt empt to cope 1'li th a problem
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essential in our existence which appears frequently but

is dealt vath rarely. Hopefully thinking about some of

"the aspects of non-being and non-existence will become

easier. By considering the way in which Advaita deals

with these things, we may form a basis for comparison

with other accounts, vUltle aiding in the understanding

of BrahnB.n approached by means of negation (n....eti-ne~ti).

Five principal texts form the basis of alIT study:

the J2.11a.gav9,d-~, Vedan~~2.r"~a.i.~p.aand
,

Br~§·!:an;ya~§l:... Upa.,;ll?- sad, a 11 wi th Sankara' s commentary,.. .
the ~-:-.:"£§-_¥.~a~£gr..a~;"a commentary four times

removed from Sankara's Bhashya on the x~~~ta S~~,

and the ~a~ta-P_~~~, a much later book in the.,
Sankarite tradition. Unfortunately I didn't have access

, .
to any other of Sankara's complete commentaries on the

Upani~ads i12th the

I would have liked

exception of the Mandu~oDanisadD
"~r-;--- ~.-.-=~

to consult the P~nca~~~~"a,

either unavailable or in Sanskrit too difficult for me ..

. In his comments on the ~ran~a.!S§... U..J2.§lh~.. ., .
1.2.1, Sankara discusses the faux types of absence,

but he never mentions ~nupalab~hh (non-apprehension)

in any of his works. In the VivaranaEram~asa~ha,.
~nuEa~~bdhi is still tentative and arbitrary as a standard

means of knowledge, but is a definite one in the Vedanta-
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:ParibhasaQ I presume from the introductory passages of
~~=--&~

the Vedanta~Par:i.bbasa that there "was a strong Nav-ya·~
= ~--,,~-

Nyaya tnfluence at the time of its vTrit.ing~ Often the

idea of~~ has seemed to me to have arisen from
, . "

argrunentative "necessity. Sankara gives full consideration

to the p11enomenon of absence arid non~existence" The way

in which it was know~, however, seemed to be of secondary

importance to him.

Other texts which offered great help as secondary

sources were Datta's The =SL:c W~ys 0LKnowin~ and Sinha's

Indi~n~Ps.xchology:_~ogni~i£g, both of which relied

heavily on the veda~~.. For other texts, of.
course, there is the Bibllogr8,phy~ There I have not

included many of the Western texts and articles which

continually pos~d and reopened the questions of this

essay"o With a range from Hamlet's soliloquy efta be or

not to be"), to Sartre 1 s ~~g".=~lliL.,N~lhi];1g,~, to the

article and its bibliography in the EnciLclo=,l2..~2f

Phil..£!L9J2l1Y. called IlNegatiou", to attempt to be complete

i'TOuld be futile ..

Indeed :L t was these sources 1fhich f:l.:r.st brought

the significance and difficulties of the question of

absence to me.. It seemed that most of the more meaning=

ful quest:i.ons are not even asked if vThat; does not exi.st

at the moment doesn1t confront US~ It also appeared
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to me that maintaining the unimportance of being (in

part due to the rejection of non-being in ordinary exist

ence) 'iras part of that which \ias swallo·wing up oux aware=

ness of non=being, which I believed brought us to questiono

With these thoughts in mind? the long tradition of dis=

cussing absence and negation in Vedanta intrigued me o

But the approach, contents and consideration of this

problem were in most respects so far removed from the

modern Western ideas that I haven't tried to forge a

resolution or comparison with them from the Vedanta 0

I would like to thank those people who opened

these sources to me and me to them i my teachers o If it

had not been for their example of thoughtful inquiry

taken to heart and their indulgence and encouragement

of me, I might never have plITsued a thought. Dr. Araptu'a

has been of particular importance for this project as

he gUided and counselled me through i to Another of these

teachers) "\"Tho spent long and plentiful hours working

with me? all the while enduring my exacerbations, was

my Ynfe, Rebecca o

"ITi:1.
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INTRODUCTION

1. ~b.~~

By understanding the Advaita Vedantlsts l analysis

of the particular phenomenon of absence and their relation""

ship to it, I hope to discover Olle way of coming to grips

with absences If what we can think about are those things

that lie perceive, and those things that w'e perceive are

forms, colors, sounds, etc_o (i .. e", the things which our

senses contact), then how is it that we find things to be

lost, miss:i.ng or non-existent? Part of our fear and dis'"

l11ee of death is that we yTill cease to be" HoW" do v[e

know this or come to 'believe it, ancl what support is

there for such a belief?

Oontinually, I discover the elusiveness of the

problem in the difficulty of thinlcing about absent phe~

nomena., Thls 01us1veness is enhanced by \,[ha t seems to be

the loss of the fu.."1damental problem in the dlalect:1.cs of

later Advai tao 1 "flhen the problem becomes manageable, it
-

appears pointless" The separate discussion of mood from

lIn part this was due to the increasing compleXity
of Navya-Nyaya and the VedaJJ:lJ.st need to respond to j_ t~
See Chapter I, Section 3 ~ PPQ 10=13 and Chaptel'" V, Sect:i.on
8~ ppo 79~80 ..
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the discussion of the means or process of knovang absence
,.

accounts for this to some ex~ent. The access route is

also important. Besides the division of phenomena just

mentioned, Advaita separates ignorance from space, time,

god and dha~~~, and these four latter things from its

consideration of absence. As the ~~~~~-q~ shows,

these problems are quite intertidned. It remains question-

able ifhether accounting for them separately merely loses

the problem in a diaspora"

What we are determined to talk about here is the

absent entity. To do so we will continually have to intro~

duce and pass from no thing11eSso But the term 'absence r vall

show itself to be more and more revelatory as we proceed.

That which may conceivably appear but never does is absent.

That which may occur but is not here presents us va th an

absence" The latter of these tvro sources of absence is

away from us. EXisting with, what is away from us is to be

alone.. This loneliness is peculiar, hOvlever, because to

be aware of itself it must be able to call to itself that

'Yihich it is separate from. This knoi-'Tl.edge of separation

is the mediate character of knOWledge. It exists apart

from those experiences 'I"1'11.ich bring us into conjunction

with things away from us and wherein the experience of

immediacy is manifest. We 'will discuss this more in

Chapter Five. To be away is the condition of both the

absent entity and of ourselves with regard to each

other~ That which is away from us may be on its vmy from

r



or to US~ or it may be that which is losto To be lost

in this case is to be thoroughly impressed with non-

existenceo This latter occurs most thoroughly by for~

getting the fact of eXistence~ and this means the loss

()f memory in the fullest possible sense o That which is

lost may be discovered by wanting it or in having throl1ll

it away 0 Concretely we discover this in the desire to

be rid of ignorance.

In all of these cases it is possible to consider

ourselves as being the absent entity. This can ocour

both as the discovery of a present condition and as a

possibility in the futureo The necessity of discovering

oneself to be in such strai ts is dictated by the OCCill.'-

renee of absence and our ability' to kllOloj of it. Han is

a being who is on his wayo Because he is on his way~

he is always array from that vrhich he encounters. Even

at the moment of the encounter he knows he is on bis waYt

and thus the possibili tJ of absence may j.nfuse this

momentary presence. That which he encounters is thus

always away from him and ~LS world becomes characterized

by abs8nc e" From the po 8i tioD. of tho se things ~Thlch are

absent, and of which he is yront to assume the post tiou,

it is he I·rho is absent an.d they 'dho are :preseJ:):t~ Becau.se

they are always ackno"'11edged in his path~ they are thOSt~

things vrh1ch X't:side upon anc't by the "'<lay. But because

011e is ahfays in movement, :it is ali'l8.yf:.l :POssl-ble~ upon

3



reflecting" to become lost o It is as that which is lost

or absent from what is present that man experiences him=

self as absento This is not mere wayfaring~ which occurs

in the midst of a journey, but it is being in such separa=

tion from one's path that it is no longer visible o

What we are concerned with is the consideration

given these particular types of phenomena~ which are in

themselves very strange, by a particular group of people.,

We must seek to find out their relationship with the phe~

nOIDeua in question.. I will consider the "'Tays in vThich

absence appears and is approached prior to the actual

encounter.. This will be di\~llged by the notion and anai-

ysis of the entity itself.. Finally the Advaitin conception

of 'ihat happens' during our acknowledgement of absence will

be considered.. The tradition states that in any instance

of knowledge there is a knower, the thing known, and the

cogni tion., Vfe will take the initial OOgIli tlon, flI am

confronted by absence", and examine it in this ..my.,

There are t"iTO types of contexts in which absence

is discussec1 0 One~ '\vhich occurs in .!3r~o 7 1.,2 0 1 1 ~.1!" t

6 0 2,,1 11 and Tait.~,,~ 2,,7~ is the possibility of' tlJ.e cosmos

arising from nothingness" Implicitly' this involve!:l the

possibility of death being t6tal absence, which means

ttmt our exlstence is snrro'tJ.llded by (covered \,rith) llCitrrLo.g~
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ness. HIn the beginning nothing iihatsoever yras here"

This ("roTId) vTaS covered over 1'uth death, rritl1 hunger

for hu:n.ger is death" u2 The .Y:€l~ffp:ta.-:~aribJlasi classifies
"

this as a text which sets forth absolute reality" Its

validity occurs in teacbing the identity of the individual

self ruth Bra~~an<>3 The validity of all means of know=

ledge, it says, except for Aga~ (verbal testimony) only

obtains in conventional reality. We find the employment
,

both types of reality even in Sankara's cornnentaries

4·these passages"

The other context of absence is the Bh~g~~a~=GI~

in 1'Thioh Arjuna, perplexed by contemplating the futu-ee

battle, discovers that he is lost" He perceives immanent

chaos by the ann:lhilation of those in battle. In the

attempt to gain. rThat. is absent tln"'ough the destruction

of others, he finds that his existence is futile.

2BrioU., v .. 1.2 0 1, in R. E. Hume, trans .. and edo~
The=~~EJ...1l9JQ.aL.!L~~8;..~(2nd ed., revised;
Madras: Oxford University Press, 1965), p. 71~ ..

3 -- - - --
~d~vaEindr~, Dharmaraja,~~3~Tibha9.~,

trans., S"l'iam~ f'Iadhavananda (Belur i.-iath, Dt. HOI·/Tab.:
Swami Vimu.ktal1anda~ 1963)$ po 150 0

h '
~Oompare Oh~U., SoB., v. 6.2.1, in ~fitra and

Cowell~ trans., ~hfJl~I~~~J1C~E~~~~ds,III
(Aclyar, l1adras: Theo sophic;.a1 Publishing House~ 15132) ,.
PPo 191-193) with Bri.Uo, S.B q Vo 1.2,,11 In Swami
Nadhavananda~ trc,n~. ;r~~.~~,&rha1~~:r~albE.E~~ U~li@2-- f~~h
jiJ.1~~Q.£E:'.!:!L!?n~3.:.t:LqJ . '?~g1f::::.~~g.'~I.~ (l'layavatl, Almora, H1.ma~~
layas: Ad ",,'cd ta Ashr-am2." 1950) J pp. 20~·25. See also
Ohapter IV, Section 4, p. 43 hereiil~
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Alas! we have resolved to commit a
great sin~ inasmuch as we are endeavotrr
ing to slay our kinsmen out of a craving
for the pleasures of dominion.

It would be better for me, if the
sons of Dhftarash~ra~ with arms in hand,
should slay meSuuarmed and unresisting
in the battlee

\-lhile acknoi'rledging the contradiction of allpossibili ties,

he took leave of choice and questioned"

My heart contaminated by the taint of
helplessness p my mind confounded about
Dharma p I ask Thee: Tell me what is
absolutely good~ I am Thy puP~le Instruct
me, who have sought Thy grace.

In the possibility of his ovm annihilation, besieged by

the negation of all that constitutes hi s YTOrlcl, he repli es

by a refusal to concur 1nth destruction: "tI 1"1ill not

fight f" I> 7

5Sastrill Ao Mah8;d~va, transoh ~~ ~J~ava.!::~
wtth.-tlle Ce9~?nt8:.£'Y~! ~~1}k.;3.r~Sh~a(::>th ed., t;~adras:
V., RamaSi"lamy Sastrulu and Sons~ 1901), vv. 1. 45...,46; pu 17 ..

6~l1"p v" 2,,7, p., 21.

7I9~~o$ v. 2.9, p. 22 ..



I

VARIOUS OONCEPTIONS OF ABSIDfOE

10 R.,u!.vi e!!

There have been many Indian Viel1points on the

significance of absence and the natlITe of our encounter

with ito In the Navya=Nyaya school, absence was developed

into a highly technical means of argumentation by treating

it as a distinct reality. In the Samkhya and Prabhakara

MImamsa sohools it was of little importance. Buddhism

has treated it extensively, so much so that to include

a summary of i.t would be misleading at best. Nonetheless

'" ..Saukara argues vehemently against the Buddhist position,

and his concept~on must be understood to have taken their

views into account~ This study is restricted to the

AElvaita Vee.anta account of absence. The comparison which

follows ~s solely for the purpose of a su~nary differen~

tiation in the hope that other possibilities for the

consideration of this SUbject may be imagined and thus
,

delimit Sankara's viewpoint.

2 <> !£.~£!:~.c§~cLlt~£el;y. aJl..];l1J?iiL...kCL~~·ti_Cl..I1

For the S~nkhyas and Prabhakara Mimamsas nOl1=

existence is nothing but the bare location of the absence

or the locus per se~ Similarly, the non~existence of

7
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one thing in another or the fact that one thing is not

another means the mere existence of that YThich is present"

The problem of doing or becoming one thing as opposed to

another ceases to be of concern after the decision, for

the fact of onels non-existence as another is incompre

hensi.ble" Prabhakara claims that direct apprehension

involves the cognition of three factors: the object,

the subject which is apprehending the object p and the

act of apprehension o For exam.ple, III see my kinsment'

is a direct apprehension" There is no object of cognition

in the case of absence and hence no direct kuoT,'lledge" 8

To say that one only knows of the bare ground

and not of the absence of kinsmen in the same direct way

as the ground sneaks by the facts" For in explaining

this ground, which one sees completely barren of kinsmen,

one has to say that it is ground and also is bare which

is to say there is a non~existence of kinsmen on it"

Even if the ground were covered with tribes one would

still notice the absence of kinsmen. Explaining in any

way about the coglli tion of something 'which is missing

in terms of the simple presence of this or that is impos'~

sible e

8
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3" ~~~~ ..AbE e11.£.~<2."~~~E£1..Jl~~~ili

Nyaya accordingly treats absenoe as something

other than the things which are presento Absence is

the same order of reality as the location in whioh it

occurs and is separable from where it appears. However~

it is only blown through the location, ioeo, by perceiv-

lng the location, and through it, the absence which is

attached to it and qualifies it. Hence, absence must

be known through the relation of the location to the

absenceo It is knovffi by the same instrwnent, therefore,

as the location~ namely perception.

For Nyaya, the knowledge of man is not eternal o

It is the product of causes and operations which may

be analyzed. The non~existent thing must be of the same

order of reality as the location in which it is perceived

or else the perception of it could not be implied by the

perception Qiits location. The sense which peroeives

the location oomes into a relation w'i th non=existence,

1·1111ch.characterizes the location, through the senseIs

relation to the location. Thus, in perceiving the absence

of kinsmen on the field, vTe perceive flrst the field

and then the absence. To perceive the absence we must

be able to perceive the relation of th~ absent kinsmen

to the field (~8.~?~iL.2) through the indirect relation

of our senses with absence (v~s~~.~~). This changed. .
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some~hat in the Navya~Nyaya. We thus perceive the field

as qualified by absence~ and not simply the fact of a

field and an absenceo

The already apparent complexity of this analysis

of absence is increased in the later schools of logicians.

But what must be kept j.11 mind is the difficulty in treating

the concept and yet the fact that it vms undertaken in

contra-distinction to the Prabhakara and Sa~chya schools.

The main problem for Nyaya was in its concept of relation

(sambandh~) which was also considered to be a distinct

reall ty.
, .
Sankara attacked this concept in his commentary

on the V~da~~_"~ir~ 2.2.17. To posit the relation

of a quality to its location as a separate entitY7 he

says, involves one in an infinite 'regress of relations

relating relations.

Uavya~Nyaya attempted to escape from this problem

in several "'I-Tays. All things arekno"\"ln as related to

other tp~ngs and any entity can be analyzed as being

in relationship to something else. 9 "g " • anything

in this world of indivlduals may be taken as related

to anythlng (same or different), no matter hOlT involved,

9The sentence IIX is the father of yll is analyzed
in terms of the relation of fatherhood, where it occurs
and vrhat is the condit:'t.on by 1'rh1ch it occurs, as follows:
The relation (of fatherhood) resident in X (or having X
as its sUbjUJlct (~~u~ln») and condi M.oned. b;y- Y (or
having Y as its adjullctTurativog:i.n)) 0 cEo i;f8.tilal, B~ K.,

• - ~-~,.~-.,~~"",-.;~~..:I

T~~~~~avxa":~Y~l~ D<?~9J?il1:-':1., o_:t;~l?€':'~iL~'3: (Oambridge, 1968) 9 :po 33.
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indirect, or strange the relation may turn out to be. fllO

Navya~Nyaya then explained that one such relation is

the §..~ (essential) relation, and this is charac

terized by not being different from its relata o There

are three kinds of s~aruE£ relations , one of which is

peculiar to an absence, ioe o, abhaViy-a visesanata. l1
-~~ .._.=--~• •

Thus Navya-Nyaya maintained that absence was

a separate entity and was known perceptually, but in its

division of realities was forced into a logical gymnas

tics to explain the fact that things appear related o

The problem of oneself being that which is lost and

may become absent is peculiarly preserved in the idea

of absence as a separate entity with a special relation.

But the problem lay in relating that 1fhich was not to

that which was o Datta explains this problem in terms

of the propositional logic which later Nyaya was concerned

lii th.. It asserted that all l1roposi tions shovled the

relation of subject to predicateo This can be seen

in its more refined analysis of propositions. The Ve=

dantist was concerned to analyze experience and always

considered judgements in the context of the experience

to which they referrec1 c Thus some statements may merely

correct errors or illusions, eogO? "tbis rope is not

lOMatilal f pe 310

llIbido p. 41&
~= $

-
~-
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a snakeI'. It vTOuld contradict the intent of the state-

ment to analyze it as meaning "this rope bas an absence

of snake".
,

The post-Sankarite account of absence developed

primarily in opposition to the Nyaya account. Whereas

absence was (or could be) eternal for Nyaya, it was not

for Advaita o The knowledge of absence for Advaita, although

it was called perceptual knowledge; was known by means of

For Nyaya it was ku01n1 by perception.

Bhatta MI'mamsa and Advaita Vedanta__~_. J ~~ _ **"l:_~ __~.....~_

The PUrva Mirnamsa of KUIll8."rila Bhatta and Vedanta
• •

picked up the problem of the relation of absence and pre-

sence, and in so doing attempted to resolve the misery of

absence. They disagreed ~nth Nyaya with regard to the

reality of relations and non-existence, as well as in the

means of knowing non-existence. There is no way by which

"reGan treat negative facts as positive faots, nor through

the perception of positive facts establish negative facts.

It ca~ot be understood how non-existence can be related

either ~dth its locus or with sense. Therefore the only

relationship must occur in knowledge itself, and the know

ledge of an absent entity must occur by a peculiar means

of knowledge other than the senses. This is the founda

tion of non-apprehension (~nu~labdhi), the cause of the

knowledge of absence. Advaita Vedanta agrees with the
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Bha~ta school about the means of Imowledge in most respects. 12

An absence has no independent existence from its location

and must be of something in particular.. "Non-apprehension

is a means of lcnowledge (manam) with reference to the object

negat~do,,13 But all presences, it must be remembered,

occur in some location and must be particular. Absence

and presenoe occur Quder the same circumstances, although

it is the absence which demonstrates the unreality of

phenomena. This is important and difficult to understand,

partiCUlarly vath the peculiar sense of immediacy which an

absence can have. Sanlcara is av~re of this problem for

he says, "Brabman .. .. t> seems to' the' slow' of mind no more

than non=being",,14

_~~;r--_~ . ~_......~~._a_...:a_. _

l21n fact, Advaita Vedanta is indebted in most
respects to the PUrva Mlmamsa for its development of the
fourfold division of absence and the unique means of
knovdng it (anupalabdlrl.). Indeed it is said that it is
a principle that-rF1 rn-8rnpirical usage the path of the
Bha~~a (i~ followed) I". -- Bharatitirtha, The .'[ivarc~l).a
~~a~~a~~ngr~r2, trans.' S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri and
Sailesvrar Sen TKumba1conam: Sri Vidya Press, 19L~1), p. 470 ..

13Radhalcrishilan, Indian Phi.lo soph;y, (Ne1i,r York:
The Macmillan Oompany, 19b2), II, ~--

l4Ibi C1,e, II, 538; quoted from Oh.JL., :30B., v. 8.1.1"



II

THE POSITION OF ABSENOE
IN THE APPROAOH TO ITS UNDERSTANDING

1., Pl.1rvi~

In asking after a phenomenon and hOi., the enCOlm.-

ter wi th it is to be accounted for, 1'Te must attempt to

delineate the approach to it. In this way at least, we

can discover what was the background of the experience

of the encounter. In our case, we ask what the condition

and acoess route was of those who are giving the account.

OlIT problem and theirs is to give an account of the

phenomenon of absence. We want to know the nature of

OUX knOWledge and of what it is.

2.. The Student
~_oa::>-..::

Knowledge and. the desire for it i-s the central

focus of the student desiring release.. Oonsidering the

means of knowledge and that whi.ch is to be knorin i'Tas

undertaken during the oourse of study (~ravana)~ deep

medi tation (ll.t1.iclh:La.§3tll~) or deli bera tion (!p'-anan~),

for it is by these that kno ....rleclge occurs o 15 Thus the

15.Sastri, Ananta Krishna; ed .. , Brahm.asutra=
~~a~BJlash~Eh Part III of 9~~12.~t;.!a s~~~t~_§,
!£~1. 1Qalcutta: The Metropolitan Printing and pub=
lisbing House, Ltd., 1941)7 p. 10 ..
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understanding of types of knowledge and their appropriate

objects must occur in the requisite conditions for being

·a student.

There are four necessary conditions for knowledge

to obtain, and they are characterized by a resolute open

ness to whatever may be the case. Although these condi

tio·ns 1"1'ere held in mo st of the traditional systems, the

Visistadvaita of Ramanuja did not think these were necessary.

The first is to be able to distinguish between what is true

and false or what is the same, eternal and non~eternal.

The second condi.tion is indifference or lack of concern for

everything that may be obtained through c·ertain means either

on earth or in heaven. The perception of absence then

wJ_ll not o~cur under the aegis of the desire for that

which could be present but ts not. If it occurs, it

will not occur as an imposition on existence any more

than the perception of present objectso The externality

of both present objects and absent objects must thus

be of the same order of reality. The third condition

is to be in control of oneself, unrestricted by concern

for self-enhancement. Here there are many qualities

which could be discussed, all of which are for the sake

of absolute resolve to be open only to 1"1'hat is true,

no matter how long or futile the effort may seem. Some

times these are enumerated as the six noble qualities.

it is said that the internal aspect of them, that is,

oners comportillGnt towards knOWledge, is the most important

.....-~
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as opposed to their external manifestatiollo The first

1s tranquility or equanimity in the face of the world

(~l~~) -- control of the mind. ~ is self=control

over the sellses. ~_~k~h~ is fortitude or endurance

in the face of adversity. ~ is the cessation of

all manipulative actions. 16 Sometimes called renun·~

eiation, it is distinct from this, according to the

Je~ant~ri£h~, because it means essentially the.
absence of distractions. 17 Shr~~ha is faith in onels

teacher and the ultimate efficacy of onels exertions

for knoi'Tledge. ~amadhan~ is attention to what is at

hand. The fourth concli tion is an intense desire to be

free from the bondage of i~lorance, and the three pre-

vious conditions are supposed to stimulate this desire •

. 30 li.§l;Q e t;1ji oJl...a!ld~

Before inqUiring into the need for enumerating

these qualities and their importance for our inqUiry,

we should pursue the notion of bondage a bit more. To

desire the end of ignorance is to feel bound in it.

This w:tll be discussed further at the end of Chapter V.

16 See Tattwananda, Swami, trans., Th~ 9~lnte~2e
££..Ye~~£I~=of._~c.h~t~~~Ia (P.Oo Kalady, Kerala State:
Sri Ramakrishna Advaita Ashrama, 1960), pp. 27~38.

]7g., po 221.
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To feel bound is to feel constrained~ that is, held in

something which does not satisfy" The most thorough

bondage occurs when the mind no longer strains at its

bonds but feels bound nonetheless" A deep set loss of

intrigue and desirs g where repetition does not-lead to

a II ever deepening knowledge g 8h01"1S itself as boredom.

It is the purposeless repetition of events (things pre~

senting and absenting themselves) which leads to the feel~

ing of bondage in the first place" Still it is only

in disinterest that one can look beyond what one iden-

tifles one's existence with and ask what should be,

with a clear conscience" Ultimate dissatisfaction does

not come in failure but in boredom~ Rebirth has to be

understood in the sense that there is no history and

therefore there. is just endless coming to be and passing

away of the self-same things. lS Hence the most one

could expect is merely to aSSL~e different duties which

one could be aware of in any birth. The goal of Vedanta

is "not happiness on earth or heaven (abhyuclaya) but

l8For a Westerner ydth the idea of history rebirth
seems to be almost an attractive possibility. Can we
even conceive of boredom without the conce~t of history
and a historical proj ect? That is, can "le of the -!'lest
conceive of boredom as anything but the absence of history?
But thi s is an entirel~T separate line of inquiry -i'rhich
draws us far afield g for the idea of history never seems
to havo 0 ccurred to the IucUans. Bar edom oem be con
ceived of as simply a painful lack of intere8t. In this
S01:)';'36 :i.t o.oeZj1!t matter \'rhether there is history or not 6



freedom from rebirth (ni~.sreyasa)".,19 Boredom becomes

a possibility tlu."ough the fulf:i.llment of the ftrst three

conditions because of the rejection of all possibilities

obtainable in the world or in heavello As a pre~colldition

for lcnovrledge. the world has been negated as a solution..

The paradox of the most intense desire for know~

ledge, arising y~thin the lethargy ofboredoffi, can only

be explained through the state of openness to knowledgeo

Desire is antagonistic to knOWledge, the ~~ra~a~. .
QJ2.alli sa.£:. says.20 HOI-Tever t boredom still regards the.
world and thus betrays itself through the painful lack

of desire. It is the desire for a non-repetitious state

of being. Being Qnaffected by desire or its opposite

is thus the most desirable state. But the problem is

to avoid the in~bility to inquire and to remain at the

same time open to any answer.

For any question or any anSI-Tel' pO si ted we must

allow a negation. One must be prepared for no solution

or a dismal solution. The absence of predispositions

means eXisting at a lOSS, quelling at every moment the

grasping for resolution. There may be no end to our

18

p. 795~



ignorance o This situation must be allowed to continue

until the absolute moment of certainty~ w"here all pos""

sible replies have been exhausted and all questionable

responses discarded e Such a position of absence brings

one to the greatest threat: the reflection on one's

own posture vis-a=vis the world, from the perspective

of the world; that is the feeling of the void, §£~~tao2l

The access to absent entities and the consider~

ation of them is now clearo The most rigorous openness

to what is the case is founded in the most thorough

series of negations and absenceso Perception of the

i'1oJ.'ld can at least not be the product of our manipu=

lating oreat:\.Oll.. But in the po si tion 0 f openness to

What is truly eXistent, the possibility of absence bas

increased and ~repared the way to the point that it is

almost an obstacle~ This means that it has an almost

equivalent potency to presences Our a.ccess route has

made the phenomena more available than before~ We find

that in some \my the very desire for knowledge arises

because of absence e

19



III

NEG.A.11ION: THE FUNCTION OF ABSENOE

1. .9J:!e.:..l:it~

To refuse the world we must a.nnib:i.late ito But

how is it possible to negate something? Is it a matter

of imagination, or an application of the memory of other

absences? Negation is the biggest argument for saying

that the mind, and therefore man, structures "and makes

his world, but we can observe fairly easily how much

man imitates that which he encounters.

It is often extremely helpful to have alterna~

tives, both objects and concepts, in order to see the

structure of something. The alternative representation

of the same object shows us its structure as that which

answers to questions. The discovery of how to ask ques

tions is extremely important and difficult. It gives

us a tool by which to uncover our existence. Yet ques

tioning seems to be an addition to what is already in

the world, for in each case it hypothesizes the non

existent. It defines areas of lacking knowledge. We

understand something in particular, to the extent that

it remains absent from everything else. Yet what it

is, is only noticeable in the context of its similarity

20

f-



to something..

It seems to be necessary to percelve a structure~

or the possibility of one t before it is possible to begin

negating... This structural substratum may be equivalent

to the coherent continUity of existence in which any

absence is apprehended~ Negation exists then from a

grasping 1uthin existence for that which it shall not

grasp. In its not obtaining p it shows to us t.he unob~

tainable within the limits of what may obtain.. Thus

it presupposes the perception of similarity. But pure

similarity of things is complete identity or total nOll=

differentiation. We couldn't perceive anything in this

state.. In our experience, things must be cut off from

each other.. The~r exi st that way, .through their mutual

negations, in the world.

Each object maintains itself through the absence

of others in it. But still, things bei:n.g totally nOll=
I

similar would mean a chaos of perceptions with no con~

tinuity. This would be total incoherence. Yet the

supposition of knowledge is the possibility of coherence ..

Is man then the one who differentiates or is the world

already differentia. ted? Or is j. t that a co gni t5.on as

a judgement neither adds nor subtracts from reality?

Tbat is~ in asserttng what is knoym~ a judgement achieves

21



sometb:.i.ng new only for thought o 22

Negation presents itself to us in two ways in

Vedanta: in the 1a:flT of contrad.iotion and the concept

of sublationo We Ifill find differentiation by name

and form creating the background for the operation of

these tYiO forms of negation as they reveal illusion to

us" The concept of illusion extends itself through

an analysis of sleep and reality as what is 'not this',

until by an act of double negation we are left with

Brahmane

2 0 !i.o:£.2:1L,.!Ul1~a~,L_C2-ntr~~n a~d,_~u~~21

Several wo:cds appear in the 1itera/Gure \'Thieh

22

caused to be driven away or restrained.e Nivrtti means
-=~~...

abstention or negating. In the V~~a~~ribha~~it

is one of two kinds of destruction, the other being

ba~o ID:..YLllit here, means the cessation of effects

without the destruction of the material cause o The

cause of such cessation "is the rise of a contrary mental

state (a new cognitionJ, or the removal of defects csuch

as pink glassesJ,," 2 3 The two terms which seem to have

22Dat-·to D >if
~ ~ tl J.VJ"o,

in Vedanta Phj.losophyll ,
1929, ppo 264=2790

23y<>~ p. 60 0

nThe Import of a Proposition
1')1.8 _I,:p.i l~lLoJ)E1- o~~!::~ e:r::u?
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gained the most formalized meanings are badlE and v~.

1irodh,§l illeans opposition ll strlfe or incompatibili ty,

evoking the idea of a clash without an outcome. It

signifi es "the incapacity of two things either to :reside

in the same time and place or to be identical.,,24 Sankara

uses this as a relative, logical principle of non=con-

tradiction, although, Devaraja says, it was not his cri~

I •

terion of truth or reality. Sankara invokes it by saying,

"~ • ~ a general principle is proved by the absence of

contrary instances.,,25 In a much more general form,
I •

which is scarcely more than a grammatical remark, Sankara
I

mentions that an attribute and the privative form of the

attribute may not belong to the same 10cus. 26 ]1rodh~,

it will be seen, contributes to ba£~.

BadJ1Cl, \'Thich is sometimes translated as con~

tradiction and more often as sublation, means annihi

lation orclestructlon. Oontrary to y~±:.q"dha, badh§. evolces

a sale w1.nner \-ii th the absence of the other combatant.

"Sublation is the removal of nescience, together with

~ , .
Devaraja, N~ Ke , An Introduotion to Sankara1s

1heotL..2£JS1l9,!~ (Varanasi-=. '1~oi1J:.rr~B8,·nai"sr~Dass,-·
1902), p. 137; quoted from ~i:ln~~~g~ 92Jn1lL~'2~§1'i.~~ p. 53 ..

_ ~:Thibau"tf. Geotge~ transo, .TJ12._1~U1;'1~:r;as.
2.f=~~.El~~:L~=}!i:tll"t~le_S£!~~~.~3~J:~.J·~y_,)3anJs~~n~ e11 York:
Dover PUblications~ Inc q 19021, VQ2.,2 .. 31~ voL IS' 427 ..

26 -
~=b~.; vo 2 .. 2 6 33 f vol. I, 4290
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its ovm product present or past, by true 10101.rledge'',, 27

Two causes are given for sublation (badha).. One, which

destroys the material cause (§~y~), is that wInch is

really present.. The other, which destroys the appetite

for that which is unreal, is the cO~1ition of ~he absent

entity" This is subordinate to the first cause accord

ing to Bharatitirtha,,28 The pri.nciple is that the effect

is contained in the cause and thus Q~real with regard

to it" Dr" Anima Sen Gupta explains that ~dh~ points

to a terminating point (~-ill). "v[hen one experience

is negated by another experience, there is always the

revelation of something 1'[h1ch is more real than the

object of the negated experience,," 29 ~ is the final

perception that an object appeared only falsely with-

out having had .a real existence. It is the knowledge

of illusion9 and also the criterion for truth, abadhit~!Y~,

the non-contradictedness of cognition"

27V~"t po 830

28rbido, po 83 ..

29Gupta, Dr. lio Sq ,HAdvait.a Vedanta and Samkhya
on Erroneous Perception", The Ved:a'r.!.ta Kasari (lvladras:
Sri Ramakrishna Math

ll
Sept:-;==f9b8"}7='~~~-=
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3" li~lll~$all~]

The d.istil1ction of things which may be st(blated

occurs in Vedanta by language and perception (name and

form)" Yet because of the necessityof objects of know~

ledge, the cause of sublation must be the things them~

selvese Because we find absence and presence occurring

equally in language, it is mysterious why one aspect

of rlhat we perceive should be more or less real" For

in all events we find it difficult to know the cause of

what can only be known as name and form o

Brahman becomes the basis of the apparent world,

which is continually changing, by the element of pIll.""

rality which Sankara says is characterized by name and

form (~~~)o ~~ is at least one basis for the

origins of absence. Furthermore,""." the distinction

of names and forms, the fiction of Nescience, originates

entirely from speech only".30 The instru_ment .for the

proclamation of speech is Brahman,,31 Speech is what

brings cognition to thought and to cognize anything we

must see it as a particular qualityo "Whatever iEl known

is a form of the organ of speech, for it is the knovTero 1132

30yo~o, SoB~, V O 2 0 1 c27 9 vol" I~ 352 0

3~Y~~Of SoBo 9 v. 101 0 4, vol. I, 32 G

32B~Jr.jl V O 105.89 p. 218 ..



Yet the aim of lalowledge is to know the cause of the

thing. Here~ by cause we don't mean the end for which

it is meant" lie mean that from \rh10h it originates,

its substance" This concern for the substratum of ,...hat

is differentiated will help explain the Yedantic analysis

26

of absence .. II
" .. .. the substance is in each case cog~

nised by means of the quality;" the latter therefore has

its Self in the substance .. 1133 1'1hen we see a table, we

see the tableness of that substance.. 1'le are unable to

see the substance per se .. When we see an absence ...... ?

Language differentiates, separates, and presents to us

an aspect in existence and a quality of something other ..

Words are connected eternally, j.n Advo.i ta, vIi th

the species which they denote and it is species, not

individuals that words denote.. The particularity which

manifests in any ordinary usage of the word seems to be

a product of the substance which we are unable to see.

We find, even in our acknowledgement of absence, a seeing

in names, for we see in inextricable connection rdth a

word which denotes an attribute. When we try to see

through the \'lord, for example 'table', lie may then notice

the wood of the table, its shape and measurements$ We

may take it apart, noticing nuts and screws or we may

~

S~Bo, V" 2.2 .. 17, vo1$ 1 9 3950
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take apart the wood~ noticing the grain etcc We are in

an infinite regress of qualities and attributes0 Sub-

stance then~ is unascertainable in language for language

differentiates.. "Thus: being inaccessible to speech,

Brahman, the KnO'ilable, is def'inedin all Upanishads only

by a denial of all specialties~ ~= 'Not thus' (Bri. Up.

2-3=6) and 'not gross, not subtle' (121£, 3-8~8) -~ in

the terms 'It is no t thi s I tr .34

Attributes perceived are universals and it is

these which negate the particular occasion by presenting

possibilitieso (To perceive the substantial requires

another sort of negation.) It is through language that;

a possibility is perceived in actuality .. This possibi~

lity presents a future absence (of what is now) by the

negation of a ClITrent state of affairs (What will be done).

f-

!

"• • • 'Yle all Y..now from observation that 8.ny one when set~

ting about some thing i'Thich he1llshes to accomplish first

remembers the word denoting the thing, and after that

sets to worke n35 This self-contained aspect of expect-

3J+n " 13 1·2 3 J, h~g;., S.B., v. .. ,p. 'i":Je

35 ". J.v"s., S.B e , V. 1.3 0 28 1 vol. I, 20+. There is a
certatn amount of contention in the literature as to 11he=
ther the w6rld consist~ of just na~es and forms or names,
forms and actions. (cf. Bri.U. 1.6.1) The V.P.S. notes
this and reconciles the two~y saying that °Ved~ntins • .. •
admitthr(-le~foldness or tl'TQ foldness. (name and form and
act1.on or name and fo rm)" (V. P. S. pe LnL+) I think this
merging of expectancy, possltd.rrty and action in language
helps to explain the admission by Advaita of both the
tv-/O=·foldness and three=foldness of the m'liverse.



ancy~ which -vTOrds evoke on each ocoasion, leads us into

del 'LlSiOll~

"The differentiation of forms invariably de·..

pends on the manifestat:iol1 of thetr names", sailkara

36explains.. Thus the '110 rIel arises characteristically

out of language 0 But the meaning of a word is the image

it conveys to the mlnd.. In tbis sense it is form p for

. form can also mean a 'Ifay of being\) e~ go, a form of ao-

tivity.. Thus it is said, "One of these two is the great-

er, namely Form; £q,r_
o
I'TE~£veJZ ~i 1?.Jl".2:me2~nd~~~

Cemphasis mine:! f! I' 37 ~Etryy~ confronts us on eaoh con

tact "lith eX:i.stence, and therefore the ground may not

appear.. The possibility or otherness inherent in tr~s

world thus originates from ~~r~~ and conceals.,38

For "in so far as they are names ...... they are untru.e;

in so far as they are clay they are true",1139

28

r-
1

36 '
~ .. , S"B e II Y .. 2 0 4·,,lO, po 362 ..

37Eggeling, JOt trans .. , The~?ata~~tha=Bl~F~~~~'
Part V, vol .. XLIV of Sacred Books of the ~elhi:
lliotilal Banarsidass, I9Db)-;-~p7-287"==-=~~

38
Absence~ as occurring in na~~~ I maintain~

reveals this cOl1ceallng struct.u:ce because it seems to
pose a form 1n something that J.S 1:;1 thout form (e& g., the
absence of a chair in the room).·
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l~" llhfL~

Advaita models "its metaphysical reality on

the structure of illusion". 40. Adhya.s8;, (illusion) means

placing upon or erroneous predicatioll,and is defined by

~ankara as "the apparent presentation, in the forni of

remembrance, to consciousness of something previously

observed, in some other thing tor place:t. i141 It occurs

by the subject~predicate relation, and because the sub=

ject cannot be a predicate, partakes of the inadequacy

of language l'Thich has already been discussed. Illusion

is the appearance of something to be other than it is.

When applied to a definite area of space, everything

which becomes or changes falls tmder the category of

illusion~ for the reason that what appeared no longer

appears" In its totality, illusion appears as change.

Illusoriness is "the counter correlate (alternate account

o:f the illusion J of absolute non=existence in the locus

'\ihere it t'non~existenoe:l. has been cognizecL If 42

The object of the illusion, or non-existence

once the illusion is kno~n1, is neither real, nor unreal~

b- "
d.V•..§.., S.B... , Lrrcro. so vol~ I:; L~c

42 V"p.s., p. 81. See Ohapter IV~ pp. 51:.=55 for
explallatioir:=-~~



nor both~ but anirv~~ (indefinable) ~ Devaraja

notes th-~t "although anirvacaniya later meant 'inde~

, .
finable' Sankara always qualified his use of the term

as 'in respect of reality and unreality'. 1143 One ordi=

nary example of this is seeing what looks like silver

in a shell and then discovering that it is not silver.

The silv"er is ~l]A,r'yacall.U~ and this is because its cause,

nescience, is inexplicable.

Nescience is the ordinary term used in trans~

, .
lating ~Vlc\;ya which Sankara defines as lithe mutual super-

II hr4imposition of the Self and the Non-Self. .Ayid~ is

neither positive C~) nor negative (asat), but a third

thing even though it shares in the positive and negative
It r;;.

characteristics (J21.:!aL~ and ~bhay'atva) of the world •. ~)

".4.vi1~ as the~ !!ateE...~a of all illusions is 11"i thout

a beginning and positive and yet removable by pure con=

i ll 4- 6 A . d i ' di tsc ousness. _V}~~ s tile same as rna~ aocor - ng 0

30

43Devaraja, p. 163.
4-4 I

V~., S. B., Intr0", vo1", I, 6.
4[;: , •

;:)Bhattacharyya, S" A", .StY:ili~_:?-1'!.~Po§.t~S~.mk~ra
Dialectics (Calcutta: University of Calcutta,=-r§30r;==
p:-=2g5~

4-6 8/ - - . - .-
Ib~d" \ p. 2't; quoted from ~vai.~~~

(Bombay edition) t PPQ 541+=545.
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- - - 47Bharatitirtha. It contains the general idea of mul-

tiplicity but als0 9 in the same vmy that each partic.ular

C01'-1 suggests the many COH"S 1'lith-that name, II • .... I maya I

is also used in the sense of abundance, i.e. denotes

that "There there is abundance of what the original ''lord

expresses. 1I48 In thi S 1-my each cow suggests the absence

of all other cows. But this ~L~ which consists of name

and form is presented by nescience (~yid~), according
, . 49

to Sankara. Ma~ is thus a self~projecting structure

of symbols which conceal reality ..

~hlas~, which is the state of the world, is

caused by ~vi~~ or m£L~ and has the character of ~~\!

~~~.. Illusion can be attributed to the derangement
kn

of a sense organ~~ but ordinarily it is acknowledged

by the comprehension of a p2.rticular loss of ignorance.

This is analyzed as follows.. First the location (thing

or place) is cognized .. Then the i.llusory percBpt (silver)

makes its appearance. There is a possibili ty,' then,

either of a negative jUdgement that the silver is not

the lOCUS, or of the non-apprehension of the silver ..

Finally the negation of the illusion is accom.plished



through the ackno\'iledgement of the shell .. 51 The cogni=

tion that silver !L~ absent .from the locus is an evidence

of the sublation of the presence of silver.. To have the

experience of illusion, which is what tempts one to say

that existence is unreal p the knowledge of absence as

wSl1 as of presence ~s necessary. Thus it is argued p

II because of non-apprehension by those '\vi thout defect

ind because of the sublation and (consequent) reflection p

the illusoriness alone of silver stands to reason, not

its reali ty." 52 It is the sixth means of knoi'Tledge lvhich

makes illusoriness known.

Illusion and the process of sublation is also

discussed in the analysis of sleep. Four states of con=

32

sciousness are deduced: the waking, dreaming, deep sleep,

and consciousne~s of all three (Vii~, Ja~, ~,

!£~~). There is a series of sublatiolls and integra=

tions of experience as one goes from the ~i~Y~ to the

Till~ to the.~ states.. The.~ state is sub-

lated and ShOl'ill to be an illusion each time we wake up.

But it 1s the state of ~~fi~ Which offers the strangest

thou.ght: that it is possible to mOli that. there is

nothing, know that you knew it and know that-it was

5lSee BhattachEq:'yya~ p. 6"
52· .
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known in a state of blissful existenceo 53 It is coming

from deep sleep that one says, "I did not know anything.. "

It is-this which, according to Advaita, shows that the

cognition of absence is not pure nothingness and that

fear in the face of absence is caused by factors other

than absence ..

This type of sublation is what occurs in the

understanding of existence. By a process of reduction

(ne~i-neli), in the inverse order of manifestation, one

hopes to arrive at the substratUm of things.. But this

arrival is only accomplished by a negation of all attri

butes, a process known as apavada or the negation of

negation.. This double negation is explained by the

story of Lidice.. Because an absence is acknowledged

only when there is a substratum, it v1On' t be noticed

when the location is missing.. Thus, there may be no

one sitting in a chair in a house, but if the house burns

down vTe rTon' t notice the absence of the man in the chair.

Similarly, the absence of people in Lidice is not noticed

when standing there.. The absence of all attributes

53Tbis v~ll be discussed further in Ohapter V,
Section 90-

33-
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means the negation of all negations without the reap

pearance of what was first negated. (And in this vie see

the fears of people who create memorials of Lidice and

Auswi tz. ) But wi thin this process a certa1n amount of

truth becomes apparent. Truth lIis determined through

superimpo s1 tion and vii thdrawal (. • .. ). Just as silver

1s superimposed on nacre (mother of pearl], the world

of attributes is superimposed on. the attributeless Brahman.

This is adhyaropa. And just as silver is cognised to be

non-existent in nacre, the world of attributes is known

to be non ex· t nt· Br billa T1,.,~.s is apa.. va-:=da. rr51+- ~s e ln, a n. ~ .

This seems to be the prooess of hypothesizing

and rejecting the hypothesis. It suggests a form and

rejects it as not fitting the case. That there is a

case is beyond doubt. When all the possible accounts

have run their course and been dismissed, having been

und.erstood and intelligently rejected, then one is left

face to face wi. th the unknov!able. This is the tradi~·

r-
I

tional method. of teaching according to
I •
Sankara~ II I That

which is devoid of all duality is described by adhy~~

and ~E~~~,' 1~~., by superimposition and negation,

by attribution e.nd deniale fl55 This is the essential

role of negation: the elimination of all dualityo

5.4V P S 213v ... o)~c, Ph - ,
~=

from note #2e



IV

AS./lT AND ABHAVA:
THE ABSENT ENTlrry AND THE PROBIJEL'4 0]' CAUSALITY

l .. ~

In the last chapter we discovered that absent

entities as well as present entities arise from language.

But it is still unclear wbat absent entities are or how

they enter our existence. There is always the suggestion

that language acts Iilee a. blanket, keeping ou.t the cold

of nothingness, and absent entities are the holes in the

blanket. There are many lingUistic occasions for priva~

tive terminology, however, and only some of these are

of direct concern. Absence--- indicates the state of being

array, and i'rhat is absent is what is not present to us at

the moment.. In its present moment, absence appears as

non-eXistence, but that which is non~existent cannot be

lost or missing, neither can it repeat itself except as

non."differentiated nothingness. What is absent may be

ei ther on its ..ray to or: from us, or we may be irrevocably

separated from it. That which is absent has to be dif~

ferentiated from that ''Tbich is non~extstent~ but the

problem is that their character merges at any given mo-

mente The cohesion of existence through memory shO,1"8

35
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in the distinction between absences. To understand the

distinct~on w& must peruse the concept of causality,

and it is here that the characters of~ and abhava

vTill separate. The very possibility of distinctions with

their concomitant moods can only arise during the course

of existence.

The privative form expresses privation or nega~

tlon. It may denote or predicate the absence of a quality

or attribute and has the quaIl ty of depriving or tending

to take away. The principal sense of the word 'not' is

non~existence56 and may be used in at least four ways:

in a command, a definition t a logical result and a per~

ception.

The use of a command~ such as "Don't do it", is

not to create any particular type of action but to prevent

an action from occurring. It directly negates a ....·ray of

behaving (form) and indirectly seeks to prevent a parti~

cular situation. In j.tself, however, the command does

not dictate a result but negates a proceo.ure o fll!1or the

peculiar function of the particle tnot' is to intimate

the l.dea of the nan·-existence of that- \-rith vTh10h i tis

connected~ and the conception of the non-existence (of

r



something to be done) is the cause of the state of pas

sivi ty." 57 I t do es not necessarily end activity in gen=

eral but induces passivity towards certain thingse It

relies, however t on the ability to control an imaginary

state of affairs. Thus each case of either a positive

or negative command implicitly posits an absent entity.

"Have some tea" implies that you don1t have any nO\'l.

Definitions of things by means of privatives

are ever-present in Advaita, which is one example of

such a definition. It excludes things from considera

tion 1'lh11e asserting by implication that something is

at hand o What is at hand t the ground of the absence,

is understood by the structure of absence 'without '',-1hich

it would not be possible to define things in this manner.

It surrounds the thing without stating it. This is like

the game in which one thinks of a thing and the others

guess it by a process of elimination ("Animal, Vegetable

or Mineral") f>

The priva'tive definition can be used to state

very precisely the results of a logical inquiry. It

has the ability to delineate just what is knovffi about

a thing and no more. This is particularly valuable if

we don't krWlf exactly -\"That ,·re are dealing With.

37
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Finally and most important for us~ the privative

form exhibits a perception such as "There is no chair. 1I

It should be apparent that the previous three types of

privative use all rely, to a certain extent, on the direct

knowledge of an absence. In a 10 gica 1 trea tmellt,

however, this distinctive attribute of absence is some

times obscured. BharatitI'rtha points out that ignorance

of the fact that an absence always has a form or name

and usually a context leads us to consider the non~

existent in i tsel£. "Then treated separately, it has

lead to the idea of nothingnesso 58 This shows up in

a roundabout way. Saying that a sound is not-red does

not necessarily imply that it is another color, nor does

it necessarily mean simply that there is no red color in

it. It may mea~ that it is not possible to relate color

to the subject. Still, if what is not-red is taken to

mean that i"e. is some color, then to say that it is not

not~red will not mean that it is red, but simply that it

doesn't come into this kind of color" relationship. Thus

to say that something is neither red nor not-red does

not mean merely that it has :red stripes. For example,

one hears, "you're either with us or against us ll
p which

is taken to mean that you're us or not us and this exhausts



the possibilities of relationship. But it is quite

reasonable to say that one is neither a communist nor

an anti-communist meaning that you choose to stay out-

side the universe of their discourse. The problem of

an either/or choice~ it is now becoming apparent~ assumes

at bottom a nothingness in existence, and such a noth~

ingness, we will see presently, throws our understanding

of existence into chaos.

Abh~~ is the privative form of bhava whose

root is ~ meaning to become, eXist, occur or be in

any condition. It is the formal term used to refer to

the four kinds of absence. 59 Although sometimes inter-

changeable yath as~1, it may be distinguished. However,

this will only become clear later. Sankara in his COll'W

mentary on1hE:..._Bll~Y~~Clt~,uses ]l}~ and §3-.-blJ.~ in

referenoe to four things: living beings, birth and

death, effects, and visible phenomena. The importance

of etymology, according to him, is that the root of a

nOllil always shows the changing character of the noun as

the root i.s verbaL Hence phenomena 'i'lb.ich have verbal

39
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roots indioate a change. 60 A bh~y~ as a being61 is

encountered by us in the world. As a being in the world

it undergoes six changes of condition (vik~r~): birth~

extstence~ growth, transformation~.decline; and destruc=

tiOll. 62 Birth (bh~\~) and death (~)63 -are thus

changes vrh10h a being passes through. Anything vihic11

exists under modification will have different forms at

different times. ". eO e all things undergoing modi~

fication rdo not) have an identical form of existence

in the present or in the future.,,64 B9:ay~ is hence the

particu.lar form entered. into and .§-.llli.~E is not being in

such a form.

Tbus the positive effect of a change is a bhava,

'whereas the omission of change, 2:J?lF:1y"~, I.caves one in

the previou.s st?te. !.!?l:.1§l.va indicates that v[h1ch hasn't

been effected or which is no longer the effect. Because
65of its non-generating character it produces nothing.



All phenomena which appear as a change or in the prooess

of ohange are thus under=gone by a bhav~ and henoe are

a1W&Y§;... They show themselves as abhava phenomena in

their transition. The charaoter of all things that are

of name and form 1s thus that they will not be.. In

this sense~ " ••• Pralcriti I.:is) resolved into nothing

(abhava) by viclya or knowledge". 66 An ~~Y5:: thus is

a phenomenon which is essentially absent.. It is that

from 1'Thioh a bei.ng is away. Even when a being manifests

as a particular phenomenon it is coming towards it or

going away from it and the phenomenon is henoe essentially

absent (ap~~) .. 67

4. Asat .

Sat and asat both come from the root ~..§. which

explains the state of affairs. They both ocou:c on two

levels o£ meaning but divide experience on only one

level.. Ultimately, ~~t, only indicates what ffiustbe

but can't be known.. ~ indicates substance or what

underlies everything v-rhich changes. It is the oontinuity

in eXistenoe. As \-rha t always exists it is what is real.

Reali ty is hence essentially inaoti ve. Aotivi ty is

66 ' .. lbii .. , S.B.~ v. l3023~ p. 362 ..
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known by the change in name and form, that is)) "l'rhat is

manifesto Here is rThere ~ becomes confusing because

it also designates what is manifest and that is fUl1da·~

mentally asa~i. I t is at this point of manifesta tioD.

that causality begins to expl.ain hOYT §.at and~ may

be differentiated through the exigencies of a coherent

world. The interplay of all things must occur among

existent things. Something may appear only if it is

already existent and has had a continuous existence.,

II" • .. if the non=existent should become existent and

the existent should become non~existent$ then nobody

can be certain as to anything whatsoever in matters of

evidence and things ascertainable by eVidence".68 The

problem is finally that the world is allirx~qau~.

~, acqording to verses 17.26-27 of 1FY~~~~~~

ill~, is used in the sense of reali ty, goodness, an aUS·a

picious act or that which bodes well for the future and

also devotion to sacrifice, gifts and austerity as rTell

. as the actions in connection vri th them. Sat which is--'
what is real, is thus applied to what is only relatively

reaL The problem yri th this ord:1.nary application of

sat apuears tn the TalttirIya Upanishad 7,,2 and -the
~ ... .I.. ._,=~~.~~1:__~~"-=o.~-::~



the w'orld is glven that it was first non~existent auc1.

then became exi st ellt" Sankara explains 9 "" " " sat

is freely used to indicate the manifestation of the

name and form of an object~" and therefore "~ 0." being

of unmanifest name and form, it is very like nOll·aexist~

enceg> though not actually so",,69 "" " " being implies

the image of existence~ and the expression 'one alone

without a second' and 'existed' are its epithets~ and

by the addition of a negation to the word ~~ all that

yjaS ind.lcated by it is excluded" ,,"fO

Actually sat is all-yays the ground of everything,

the first cause upon which everything else rests" Here

it is opposed to ~sat vrhich is understood as complete

nOrl=exlstence and contradictedness (a rabbit's horn)"

lIJ3at is that substance 'which is mere being or existencej

it is inTI.sible, lJ:ldistinctl' all~pervad:ing, one only,

'V'rithou:t defect, without members, knol'1'ledge itself, ami

that which is indicated by all the Vedantas",,?l In all

other cases it 1'1'111 l1e that vihich appears reliant on

sat t in tbis sense~ but i.ndicates a di.stinct aSIl80t of:

the i'rorld<t lIEven nOif it cthe world) is in a state of·

Section
p. 1930 of. Chapter III~

rJ.amarUD8.•
~."...--=-_..~~~



being, and has become the object of our senses by its

name, form and other qualification, and is indicated

by the word' this I r:viz.This is a house. This is not

Jack. This hurts.l; while 'before,'~o, anterior to

the time of its creation, it could be indicated only

by the word sat 'being,' and understood only by the idea

of being, and therefore it is said, 'before this was

mere being. 11172 The primordial ~ is that which trau.,.

scends sat and asat and is imperishable (~). The

grounded .eat and a~ form the limiting adjuncts or con~

ditiollS (u:oadhi s) a f the Clksara. Our consciousness
-='-""--~ ---~~~

of non-existence arises by reference to tbj.s ,a8a1:,0 This

consciousness of ~~! is part of every fact of experience ..

The other part is consciousness of~. Such double

consciousness lI arises with reference to one and the same

sUbstratum (samanadhikaralfa)1I.73 What is asat may thus

be 'what occurs as name and form; within name and form

it may be what is absent~

Wbat is ~~! indicates for us that which may

change.. As such :i.t is inherently perishable. Th:i.s is

ordinarily 'Yrhat I unreality' refers to as a translation

for .§-~a19 The criterion of reality is imperi.shabil:i..tyc



Every name and form is unreal because it is not perceived

bBfore its creation and after its destruction. 74 The

strangeness of the world, feeling ill at ease or lost,

is only a part of what 'unreal' means to the Advaitin.

The tactility of the world or the fact that things are

Solid is only a misleading part of reality. One can

perceive a form by touch as well as by sight. The un=

reality of all things which are knovrJ.1 by name and form

points to the necessity of an understanding of that upon

which existence is based. Vlhen the substratum of l.mder-

standing drops out, phenomenal activity seems without

reality. ActiVity, as has been said, also has a form.

Phenomena are now the count,erpo s1 tives of nOll=ex5..stence

and one feels absent from them. What undergoes the

ephemeral is wh~t lends reality to it and thUS, by its

absence and the consequent phenomenal l.mreali ty, demar~

cates the real from the l.lnreaL From a different per'~

spective we see that ~ indicates what is ever existent

and~ is finally that which has no real existence.

It is necessary to assume that vrhat is real

never moves or acts and what has ever moved or could

ever move or act is unreal. From tins it follows that



activity may only occur where there is already essentially

actlvity and inaction may only exist in what is essentially

real·• 7 r-.. Tl hat i 1 'II "lo't w~ll~ lUS w s rea Wl never appear" ~

remain unmanifest" One thing w"hich remains unmanifest

is the cognizer of whatever appears t (due logically to

an infinite regress) who is the kse~j~~ (knower of.
the field ~~ see .!LJl,,). Another thing is that aspec·t

of what appears which is not graspable by the senseS e

This is the ~"YX~~~~ or what is "incomprehensible to the

senses".76 It lies at the core of causality, for the

problem of cause and effect is that there must be a con=

tinuUill in what is apparent e

Cause and effect, although they are knOl1ll :\.n a

relationship by the perception of absence, must both

be existent. That the cause must exist prior to an

effect is usually acknOWledged. We will discovers how-

ever, that there is no room for creation in Advaita,

but the presence of a form is effected by uncovering

what is already existent" Such uncovering disoloses

an illusion by making apparent what we were missing"

Thus 110 term the effect rlhich is not manifest, I absent 1 0



onc o Intelligence contains motive power while being

48

motionlessc
, .
Sankara claims that a thing devoid of action

may move other things~ through the example of a magneto 81

The effects l1"hich a cause may at"tend must already

eXist, possibly as already kn01Vllo One cannot say that

a jarp 'ihieh will be~ is nOll-existent, for the gramma~

tical fact that it is the same thing as saying that it

will not be o If we say that it is simply non~existent,

then it is possible to respond that nothing is caused

by a rabbit's horn. This is not possible for a non~

entity (~ay~)p like a rabbit's horn, is never born

and doesn't have a causco 82

Causality, because it requires a coherence in

eXistence, may not allow for connections between exis~

tence and non~ex.istence for the reason given at the

beginning of section four that there would then be no

certainty in matters of evidencBo This kind of certain~

ty we have~ according to Salikara. Thus he says: II Sepa",

rable or inseparable connection (with a thing's cause

or with existenceJ is possible between tvro posit1ve

ent.ities only, not betw'een an entity and a nonentity,

8~V s ..
.~~o S' S.B", v O 2.,2.,2, volo I, 3690

82 ,
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nor betvTeen two nonentiti eso !l83 Finally!) in a rather

49

". .
ironic statement~ Sankara notes that "vie do not see people

strive for things which they know to be non-existent" ,,8/+

Thus$ the importance of noting the absence of something

is in quelling appetites for ito

As effects must already eXist~ making or seeing

an effect take place is watching the uncovering of what

already iso The manifestation of an effect points out

its pre~existence" "e" c> the natu.re of nOl1~existence

is not possible for a thing characterised by the posses~

sion of different states (of existence) like increase

and clecrease".85 As the form must exist prior to its

manifestation so must the name"

The uncovering of an effect already existent

in a cause we have called manifestation" The cause

we bave also noted is doomed to be perpetually covered o

There are hlO kinds of obstructlon of manifestation"

One is the obstruction of the particles of the material

remaining in some other form j e"gOj clay remaining in

a lump instead of revealing the pot" The other kind.

of obstruction is when something is hidden by things



like darkness or an intervening 0 bstaclc o I'll th an i.nter~·

vening obstacle like a ,.yall~ the thing is removed in

order to remove the obstruction of the effect o In the

case of darkness something is aclded s a light~ to remove

the obscuratiolle

What may be made manifest is always accomplished

by removing obstructions., What is removed has the status

of an obstacle. What was obscured eXists as hidden.

The status of absence has become radically changed.

6. ]2i~1iE£!h~£_!l1e£CJJ11ht~N0_tL£1!UL~.£..€?

The effect that isn't yet revealed we would call

absen:t. The obstacle to Dl8.n:i.festation, after it has

been removed s we would also call absent. Yet the two

absences seem to have different cbaracters., The first

is called g£~~l~~ or antecedent non=existence. The

seoond is called ~4.~bhay'~. There are actually

t\fO other ltinds of absence. All of these, at any moment

of perception, may be called ~~~ One problem with

calling these non-existent, partioularly if one wishes

to asori.be this character to an effect that is mani=

festing or, in the terminology of illusion~ is super-

imposed., is that l'there is the contingence of the non."

exl stence of imm.ediaoy for the superimpo sed& 1186 One

50
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characteristic of all perception is immediacy "Thich

51

indicates the substratum \'Thich is existence o
II

• • 0

non=existence is in all cases nothing else but the absence

of all character of reality".87 Therefore absence must.

in some sense not be ~at.

\ie have already shol'm that "if non-distinguished

non=existence were admitted to have causal efficiency~

we should also have to assume that sprouts~ &c. origi

nate from the horns of hares"088 Nobody can point out

any definite distinction among absences for there is

nothing to point too It is only during the course of

existence that these can be distinguishecl o It is nec~

essary to show how these can be distinguished if we

'l'Tant to hold that antecedent absence is related to a

cause. If the ~istinction is not clearly made then we

must hold to the logical argument that no existence

comes from non-existence and vice versa~ If there are

distincti ve types of non-existence, "Yle point out that

in that case the fact of there being such special dls~"

tinctions lTould turn the non"-entit.ies into entities

no less real than lotuses and the likeo,,89
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The conditions for noticing an absence are inte=

grally connected with what occurs at the momento These

conditions can then aid in determining the type of absence.

Any absence must occur tn a location; for there is a

difference between an absent entity and an absence of

perceptiono If nothing is perceived, the location will

also not be perceived and everything could then be absent.

But only the absence of perception could be known,

whereas whether an entity was present or absent could

not be knovffi. One is not blind upon the knowledge of

a missing house. If we pass from perception of the ground

to the absence of the house, there illt'lSt be an experience

which is a fact given there. This thing beside that

ithi.ch underlies an absence :i.B YThat should be there in

order for no absence to occur. This is the counterposi~

tive (2.rat~~~&1J1) of the absenceo These two conditions

must be given in any experience of absence: the sub

stratu~ and the cowlterpositive. 90 Bharatitirtha vall

go so far as to say tbatin thf~ case of illusion, lithe

subsequent cognition 'there is no silver here' has real

silver for content ll .91 This is to say that 1V"hat had

90 V•p • S ., pp. 34~35. The V.P~2. seems to use
f1counter~correrateJl for 1·rhat vIe and the V.Po call the

I IIcouuterpositivel!. I don't believe the ·V:P.S. is refer=
ring~ by its term1.nology in trds case, to-the Nyaya. aoco'uut
of absence.

9lI .1?.tsl<, p. 57.
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been cognized, is knorffi to the \'iorld as reaL Such

is the nature of the counterpositive~ The fact remains

that this silver is absento

7" ~l!,"~.hJls~

There are four types of absence: l?J;:§,gabl1a\ra,

or previous absenc8 1 ]~dhy~~sa~hav~ or absence as des=

truction~ ~n~o~y~~ha~~ or mutual absence, and atlanta~~~

or absolute non~existence~

!~lan~ is the type of non-existence from
, .

Which Sankara always draws his examples~ It is defined

as an entity which for all time will never be present

in a particular substratum. 92 Thus it will never arise

as an effect~ It is SUbject to destruction by means of

the destruction of the substratmn" Examples of j,t are

color in air, or horns on a hare" (Square,scircles and

the like are not used as examples of this type of absence

in the literature I consulted. The reason, I believe; is

that square=circles are contradictions in terms whereas

~~ refers to something which never arises from

an existent thing, ioe.~ from a cause.} Nyaya defines

this type of absence as the negation of a con-q,ectl,ol};

between two things, such as ears on a pear" Thi~ negated



connection is eternal o Two points in the Advaitin under~

standing deserve notic8o The first is that the causal

relationship of appearance 11.ith a substantial cause is

invoked and dismissed a Due to the absence of a cause,

a connection is not even to be considered between this

non~existent entity and its 10CU8.. IIYle cannot indeed

tbinkof a thing which can cause the birth of a barren

woman's son or his relation to anything e1880 1193 The

second is that ~~~~bQav~ is not eternal for it relies

on a substratum to even be considered ..

One type of ~~antab~i~ occurs in the case 01

an illusion. The counterpositive of this kind of ab-

sence is the color in air or the horus on a hareo If

1-1e 1fere to see such things we 1'Tould think rie were hal

lucinatingo (In the West, the classic example of ~~nl~

b~~ is'a pink elephant.) Illusoriness may thus be

underst.ood through tlais terminology. It is the counter~

positive of what is absolutely non-existent in the locus

where what is illusory has been cognized o Uhat is

~~~~£bay~ is the silver in the shello It doesn't

exist in any way as an effect of the shell~ like a pot

is the effect of clay, but is an illusion like a mirage

of water on the deserto There is absolutely no water



on the desert. Because the mirage has been seen it has

some status as an illusion. The illusqriness of silver

in a shell is the counterpositive of the absolute non-

existence of silver in a shell. Thus illusoriness is

defined as II ••• the counter~correlate of absolute non-u

91{
existence in the locus 'I"lhere it has been cognized. II

AEY~ is the absence of one thing where

another thing is. It is sometimes translated as IImutual

exclusion".95 The thing rrhich is, is negated by another

thing, as in lithe jar is not a clothfl
• The cloth,

, .
Sankara notes, is a positive entity although eXisting

as a negator,,96 Taking these t1fO positive entities

together rle observe that they have different names and

forms. Each one is not the other and hence each is the

absence of the other.

What is apprehended in the cognition according

to the ~dan1§~Paribha~~is difference or separateness.
(ph§.da and 12..:th,?-ktva) which are indistinguishable. The

indistinguishability of these two things is mentioned

to contradict the Nyaya understanding of this type of

absence, vlhich defines it as the negation of· the r~lati6li
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of identity.97 Vlhat is being attemped is to stay away

from absence in terms of relations and remain within

the realm of yrhat can be perceived. Thus the absence

of one thing where another thing is present is what is

important. The difference may be general (ll a jar is not

a clo thl' ) ~ specific (II thi s jar is no t the oneil), or

refer to qualities (llthis jar is not bigll
). But the

absence always seems to deal yjith lndividual cases. It

cloes not seem to include statements like "a l1 animals

are not dogs ll • Such knoYlledge, arising from reasoning,

ma.kes use of the cogni tion II this animal is not a dog",

but only indirectly. (e.g., This is an animal. My dog

is an animal. But this is not a dog. Therefore all

animals are not dogs.) I conclude that ~~v~

is known during. a confrontation vli tIl an instance of it,

and not merely as the concluding judgement at the end

of reasoning. Thus it is not just any difference but

is the difference of one thing from another•. Datta,

who says that any~a~a is nothing but difference98

might disagree with me here. But it is consistent with

97Oha tt er j ee, Sa ti s chandra, The Jtl~~;Z§1;.~!h~o"£y 0 f
~~l~~~ (2nd ed.; Oalcutta: Univel~ity of Oalcutta,
1950)~ p. 178.

981)a ttas> D. 11., !h.~~=§)?~\\"lax~~_o~~g.~20l!1E..Ei (Oalcutta:
Oalcutta Univer~ity Press, 1900;, p. 181.
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the Advaitin disinolination towards universals that eate=

gorieal differences would not be included in thisb

A:g;t:.2J}y·abl2:~2.~ has 8. beginning, if i ts substratum~

the occasion for noticing a difference, has a beginning"

Due to its reliance on name and form, al~~~ is

destroyed when aVii~ ceases" The location of the absence

is understood eXistentially only as what evokes the cog-

nition of difference and this must happen through a

present entity. Ordinarily, we don't go about listing

all the things which are different from the things we

perceive" But "rhenever we distinguish or try to dis-

tinguish something, we note differences to a certain

extent.

Oonsidering the t1iO types of ~~bh~, condi=

tloned and unco·ndi tioned, may aid in explaining this. In

conditioned difference, something is-required in addition

to the things which are different to show that they are

different" This is the condition for the difference" But

the thing to be differentiated must be present as the sub~

strat1..Ul1 of this d:i.fference. The difference between the

v-rater in a bay and the water in a lake can only occur if

there is water: the substratum., But to be differentiated

it requires the boundax'y betl'reen t.he bay and the lake.,

The substratum 'fThieh is differentiated is knov-TD. as the

The thing "Hhleh



makes the 1Xa~ different is the ]g~~ or limiting

adjunct. The ~-:~!3£!3:.~ ....ve have already said~ is limited

by ~ and ~!& Difference is that by which fear steps

in. When space is differentiated from the rest of space

by a form~ it is the basis of that form, for in the ab-

-sence of this space the absence of the form could not

be cognized. Thus in observing that the chair is missing

we rely on the presence of space as the basis of the

jUdgement, and we cognize it by differentiating this

space from other spaces.. This is known as the doctrine

of (apparent) limitation (~~~9~~~~).99

I • .'Sankara notes that 'one and the same thing may

be the subject of several names and ideas if it is

considered in its relations to what lies "dthout it~ ,,100

This explains, the Advaitins say~ the different aspects

of Brahman owing to the different minds which reflect

him.. This conditioned difference ovdng to reflection

is knovm as the doctrine of ~:tibi!!!b~;_:'yaCL~.101

Uneondl tioneddifference is that in "l"rhich the

two things are not reliant for their difference on a

third thing, snch as the limi ting ad junct (£1?EQ,.h.jJ.

99 V':.-t .. s' p. 141, from note 1130
lOOV.."" I'

~0G~ SoB.~ vo 2.2 0 17, vol. I, 397.

lOlV 'P ] J'1 f #3--?~., p. .'1"-t . rom. no te, •
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It is the difference betvTeen two E:~, as in "0, jar

is not a clothll e

In all these cases of conditioned and uncondi~

tioned ~n~Qnyabh~ya9 what is necessary to notice is that

one thing is not apprehended in another and that this

absence is not eternal o Either the substratum or the

limiting adjuncts are subject to destruction because

they are the functions of ~~o This helps explain

the apparent overlapping of types of mutual absence o

The final two types of absence to be considered

are those which exist within a causal relationship as

effects which either haven't become apparent yet or

were apparent and have disappeared. &tY-a~t~ was

that type of absence which never could be effected and

could never cause anythinge It is distinct from the

last two types of absence for they have or will have

appearedQ But because they are eventually absent,they

are Ultimately illusionary. ~o~xabha~ is an absence

between things uhich have already appeared.

;f~~l~J!ay~ is lithe object of a cognition that

the thing "rill corne into being ll
•
102 The object of this

cogni tion is the 8.bsenoe of an effect in its material

cause previous to its corning into existence. For in~
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stance, i1hen I notice that this piece of iron is not yet

a horseshoe, the horseshoe is absente It may never have

existed to OlJ.r mOl-fledge and thus Qr~abhay..,9;, cannot be

assigned a begi~~ing. It ceases however as soon as the

horseshoe appears., At this point we must say~ by the

relation of cause and effect, that it was merely absent

from sight and toucho

Pradhvalll~~ v:a ts an a bS8nce ''1hich 11 is invar~

iably preceded by the object of which it is the non~

existence.,1Il03 Therefore the existence of the object

is a necessary factor e The absence is cognized in the

remains of the objecte It is this which forms the sub~

stratl..Ull of the absence. Thus a broken pot is the loca-

tion of its absence e Similarly the horseshoe is the

location of the.absent piece of iron. We found in our

discussion of auavada that such an absence can corne to
-ch ""C" ~'"

an end by the destruction of the substratum.

When I come looking for someone and don't see

him, although I look at several people, what I notice

is his absence. The Advaitin interprets each look as

a case of ~~o~~~~~~ and the absence of the person

in the room as either an inference or a case of ~~~~

~~ or RE,ag"ab)la'L~. All the persons involved remain
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essentially positive entities.

The positive aspect of the absences rests in

the relationship of ideas to things. As vre have pointed

out p to explain the meaning of a negative statement in

terms only of positive concepts seems impossible. But
.,.
Sankara points out that forms and ideas come from obj ects

and this is given in the cohsciousness of both things

and ideas. "If there were no Objects", he says, "the ideas

could not have the forms of the Objects.,,104 The thing

constitutes the means to an idea for him and it is part

of our problem that we cannot see this thing. Datta

explains that a thing is the unity of "various intrinsic

(svarupa) and extrinsic or relative (bahyarupa or sam=

bandhil'upa) aspects." 105 But these aspects of things

all arise from objects.



v

KNOi'lLEDGE AND NON-APPREHEl-TSION

1. Purvie!!

All absence occurs in a particular place and

is of a particular thing. Valid knowledge of it is

caused by the sixth means of knowledge accepted by Advaita

Vedanta, ~alabdh~ or non-apprehension. A means of

knowledge, ~~, is that unique activity by which

valid knowledge (]ram~) is produced. Valid knowledge

1s that consciousness of something which has for its

object something that 1s uncontradicted. ~1.abdh.l

can be checked by seeing if it would be possible to

perceive the absent thing in the place where it is said

not to be. Perception is also required to ascertain

the location of the absence. How perception or cogni~

tion is interpreted, unfolds the peculiar threat that

absence contains for us.

2. Kn£}i:l:~dg§.

Cognition is self-luminous. That is what knowing

something discloses. The self-luminosity of a cognition

means that it is immediately experienced and experienced

until a new cognition occurs. "••• a psychosis con-
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tinues in the field of consciousness as long as the mind

does not assume the form of a different object .. ,,106

This means that time cannot be understood as just the

change of events, for it would then be demarcated by a

steady stream of absent entities so to speak.. It must

exist for the Advaitin as something unique. Cognition

has one other interesting aspect, which the student

opened himself to: it doesn't conform to human desire.

Instead cognition finds its source, aside from the light

of consciousness, in the means and objects of valid

knowledge .. 107 "Kno1vledge.. • • is the result of the

different means of (right) knowledg~, and those have

for their objects eXisting things; knowledge can there-

fore not be either made or not made or modified, but

depends entirely on existing thingS Il
•
108

3. la1idjt;{,

The reciprocity of absence and presence, the

t\fO necessary attributes of the world for valid knowledge to

occur, becomes clear when we attempt to understand vali-

dity. We must have an object of knowledge, which has

been considered in the last chapter, and we must have

106Sinha, p. 162.
107 .

V.P~ .. , p. 516.
108 ,

B .. , S. B., v. 1. 1 .. 4, vo Ie I, 35.

I
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a means \'Thich is the subject of this chapter.. "A means

of knowledge is or is not a means according as it leads

or do es not lead to valid knowledgeo" 109 Valjod know=

ledge, which is of something having a particular attri=

bute as its feature (~), must be conducive to suc

cessful effort, and therefore has for its object some~

thing uncontradicted by other means of knolfledge.1lO

For a contradiction to occur there must be an object

of the kllovTledge. Hence, it is necessary to specify

the counterpositive of an absence just as it is necessary

to state the object of a perception. The obJect of a

perception contradicts the claim that that object is

absent and vice versa. Validity in itself lsthe part

of a cognition which decides vThat something is, as it

1S t and not as 'Something else (e. g., "here is a sho e" ).

" • • 0 validity is the eapacity of cognition to determi.ne

a thing,,"lll In each case of a valid cognition it is

the totality of the causes of a cognition that appre=

hend its validity. Invalidity is apprehended through

some extraneous agency_ For example, if I walk through

a glass window, I infer from the falllng glass etc.

109B -,' U S/ B 2 1 20 309...J2~,=•• , .... ., v. •• ,P <> •

110See g., PP. 5 and lL~l+Cl
III

V.<> r. ~1.&, p" 205 ..
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that my previous perception (that it was an empty space)

A cogni tion 1.8 self-luminous and yet it indicates

something other than olITselves~ The Advaitin explains

t~ts by the flowing out of the mind which reflects the

light of the self~ to join the object of knowledge -to

the knower~ This results in the appearance of condi~

tioned ~jt~~~, having consciousness as its sub=
112

stratu~G The mind (~~~~~) is the limiting. .
adjunct of the seliG Depending on its function it is

called b;)1' d:Lfferent names o Thus whereas the ~t~):');kara~. .

65

is accounted for by ~hi~~ (apparent limitation)t

its varying appearance is accounted for by F~a·th~~ba

~~~ (reflection determined by its relationship to other
. 123 'things) 0 Sankara lists four different aspects of

the aJ11aht;~.§-.: manas (state of undefined perceivtng),

~hi (defined perception)~ ~~jna~ (knowledge)~ and

112 ' .For Sankara's analysis of this see VGS.~

VO 2G2~28l> vol. III 1~22"

l13See Ohapter IV, Section 6 ..
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114
~ (memory).

Each aspect of the ~~tahkarall~ is the source.
of types of mental ,states, 1.e., the totality of an'in

stance of the reflection of consciousness, or a cogni-

tion. Consciousness "limited by the mental state is

the Consciousness associated with the means of know~

ledge tl
• 115 The empirical self which is limited by the

~nt~kara~ provides the unifying substratum £or all
,; .

things to be connected, in which pure consciousness is

reflected. The original apprehension of something, its

impression (samsk~)~ and its recollection all abide

in the same sUbstrate. Recollection occurs in this
, . . 116

substratum by the impression's excitation.

5. ~epti.on .§.nc1 I~~te Consciotlsne.§§

Perception (EratL~~~) is the means of knOWing.
what is present in a particular part of space at the

same time as the cognition of it, by the mind occupying

114 'VoS., S.B., v. 2.3.32, vole II, 48. The
~~~a~ta=Parlfh~ lists a9~ (ego) in place of Vhjnana
\p. 32;l. ~1Bahemkar~, according to Datta, is per~~ption
with reference to the self (e.g., emotions). Xil~~
is generally knowledge held by the indiVidual, and so
the two concepts are related in terms of the ego. Datta
not~s that there is only real agreement among various
Vedantic authors about buddhi and manas, some consider
ing these two as the oni-Y aspects of the antahkarana.

Datta, The Six Wals of Kn~~ng, p. 48. r= .~

115
V.~., p. 14.

116Sinha. pp. 384-385.



this space" It is characterized by immediacy. II
" . "
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immeo.iacy is but the ever~perfect light of the self9

as reflected against the inert antatili=ara:o.all"l17 That is,

perceptual k110ifledge is immediate (~}gl§:) and as so.
characterized does not necessarily require the activity

of sense~ as in the case of God i'Tho has immediate 1\:nov1=

ledge of everything. llS Perception is accordingly de=

fined as follovrs. IIAn obj ect is said to be cognized

by perception when it is capable (of being perceived)

and is devoid of any existence apart from that of the

Oonsciousness associated with the subject, which (Con

sciousness) has for its limiting adjunct a mental state
119in the form of that object" If • Perception can be of

both the external and the internal (sensuous and non~

sensuous).. The' knowledge of general ignorance occurs

by internal perception as does the knowledge of emotions

(there seems to be no distinction between moods and

emotions in Vedanta)"

The perception of external objects involves the

unification of three modes of consciousness. These are

117Datta, T~e~§}~~~a~~~[_KnovQ~~~~p. 132"
118

cf. Datta, ~~:tf .l~~~tJ.ill9=Ili:~, pp. 36~37.
In the V" P G S p" 12, II irnmedia tell is the trallslatlon of
~~~,~Indicating the witness self.

119
..Y.."..Ji,,,, P" 30 •
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unifi ed by the ag.1§!:hk~ moving out through the bU1£hi,. .
through the ~1l§" and then through the sense organs to

120take the form of the object. The mind hence is iden=

tified with the space that its object occupies. Such

a state of identifying modification is called a yr:t!:.i•.
"Thus in cases of perception such as, lThis jar, I the

jar etc. and the mental state tvrttiJ in the form of....---
those combine in the same space outside the body".121_

The three modes of consciousness are cognizing, cogni-

tive and object consciousness. That limited by the

mind (anta1l1£~~~11§) and associated with the sUbject. .
(~R~t:) is cognizing consciousness. Cognitive con~

sciousness is limited by the .'Y.:-lli (function) of the

a~.E~ and is associated with the E~ll1aB_~. The. . .
object ('y:i;.f!~:L~).limits consciousness by its form. Through.
the union of these· modes of consciousness, rrh:i.ch in our

case only occurs by perception and this through the

five senses, an external object is immedtateJ.y experi=

enced. 122 This means that, due to the Ulli ty of con=

sciousness operating asa substratrun of both the SUbject



and object, their existences are not separated from each

other. Thus the perceptuality of objects is defined as

consisting "in their not being different from the (Con~

sciousness associated with the) subject.,,123

When the perceptuality of an object is appre

hended it may result in determinate or indeterminate

perception. An articulation of the state of affairs

such as, "I see a jar", is a determinate perc"eption

(savk!alpak~) and apprehends the relation between the

subject (I) and the object (jar)· in the perception.

It operates parallel to the knowledge arising from non-

apprehension. This will appear in .the concept of inde~

terminate (nirvika~ak~) perception. N~IY~ka~ak~

Rratx~ (indeterminate perception) apprehends the.
undifferentiated substratUlTI which uni tes the"."~ubject

and object at the same point in existence. To appre

hend any qualifications such as an individual object

or its qualities, Sinha explains, "presupposes the ap-

prehension of their difference, and difference means

mutual non-existence tanyonyabbRvaJ, which is not appre

hended even by determinate ·perception" 11124·

123L.Jl.e, p. 25-.
124 .

S~nhaJ po 33.
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6. Four Pramanas

Besides ~ral[aksa (perception) and ~~~R~~ab~~

(non-apprehension) there are four other means of knoliledge

(~~a~~as). One ~ra~~a is never opposed to another for. .
each one gives knowledge about those things which cannot

be known by other means. 125 ~21~ (inference) is the

knowledge-of invariable concomitance, i.e., where one

thing is, the other thing is always with it. Q~~~~~§

(comparison) is the instrument for the knowledge of sim-

ilarity. Comparison begins with a perception that some

thing belongs to a particular class. It proceeds by

determining the likeness of ano-ther- particular member

of this class with that thingo The new knowledge that

the particular member of the class is like the present

thing is not a perception with regard to the particular

member; hence it is called ~~ma~~. !g~~~ (verbal tes

timony) is another means of krlowledgeand consists in

being able to understand language. It can also be a

source of knowledge and an authoritative source (s~~~)

when it is impersonally repeated as in the case of the

Vedas. ArthaEatti (presumption or postulation) occurs

when something is inexplicable. It is sometimes called

negative inference or negative invariable concomitance.

125 'Bri.U., S.B., v. 2.1.20, p. 302.
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Without assuming a thing which is not already knovm,

something will have occurred which never occurs with

just the facts which are knowa e Whereas in inference

one proceeds from the knowledge that two things always

oocur together, in presumption the facts at hand are

oonflictingo lie postulate an unknown fact to explain

what has occurred. The Advaitln uses this means to ex~

plain figurative language as well as strange phenomena.

The strangeness of the phenomena is distinct

from the common phenomenon which precedes an inference o

In each case of presumption an undefined absence occurs

and vIe move b~r this to its defini tion and the cohesion

of phenomena. From the origination and destruction of

the world illusoriness is presumed as an explanatory

fact. It should be noted that it is inference by which

unreality is determined~126 The very facts which assw~e

our being at home in the world are the ones which show

us our separation in inference.. One must feel existent

and be assured of the continUity of existence.. Then

the disruptive features, the holes or non-existences,

are absences" That presumption is an accepted means

12611After :lnference has thus been set forth, it
1'rill prove the Ullreali ty of the entire lilliverse, 'I'1"hich
is other than Brahman ll

" <0= ~.J:", pc 77" See Ohapter III,
Section l~ for an example of thi.s (po 34)"
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of knovTledge s goes tOHarcls man I s essential restdence in

the :vrorldand not his uncanny strangeness. ilhat is absent

-is sup:posecl~ as being in some way existent" In order to

find onels way in the world what happens must not be con~

tradictory. What is non=existent is contradictory.

Therefore one presum.es the existence of that- '(lhieh does

not contradict our experience" Because oneis experience

is uncontradictory, one's existence is continuous"

Therefore one continues to exist as the sUbstratum of

a coherent world. Presumption is based on an absence

of the most devastating kind ~~ discontinUity"

In our discussion of absent entities we fOllilcl

that~ for the Advaitil1, every absence reqUires a ground

to appear upon~ and that it also appears in the context

of name and form. But neither the cognition of an empty

ground nor the empty ground itself oan explain our cog~

nition of a particular or more general absence there.

The ques"tion is that our senses seem to make contact

only with things which are present; how then do ire per

eelve absence? Thls m.ust be cUfferent fX'om simpl~T ackno"\-r""

ledging a memory for we can remember something that is

present as "l'el1 as absent~ and we call ackno"Yiled.ge the

absence of something which has never occurred in the



I ~

particular location before. Nonetheless memory seems

to be somehow involved in this kno\fledge. The issue

is confused by our inclusion of difference, for this

is present in memory also.. To perceive anything one

must be able to differentiate, and so to avoid further

difficulties, anuQ~~a~~hi was postulated as the unique

cause of the knowledge of abha~. Let us consider an

example which is even less 'absence oriented' than the

Advaitin account. I put my hand on my leg and leave

it still. That it is motionless I can tell from the

lack of sensation, for only when it is moving do I feel

anything 0 11hen it mo yes I can tell the difference be.",

tween the crease and the smooth cloth. But I also know

thst it is moving because there is a continually changing

sensation. The sensation, or lack thereof, tells me

about states of my hand while the existence of my hand

goes wlQuestioned; it eXists continually. The presence

of new sensations as my hand moves creates a stream of

memories. Each new sensation, by the necessity of having

a new sensation to have one at all, is different. Sen-

sation occurs, in this case, as change and it exists

for us as past and presento Still, to know the past

is to know it as absent but as having been through it.

Advaita Vedanta considers absence as an objec-

tive character of things. When in the situation of an
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ap~eh~ absence, there is an immediate presentative

£eeling di£ferent from recognition or remembrance, which

is able to specify what is absent. This is called anu~
-.#.~

~labd~. It is the non-apprehension of the counter

positive o£ an absence and the means to a type of per

ceptual knowledge. Anupala~£hi arises as one mental

state and as such is opposed to the mental state of per-

ception, for the absent object has an existence apart

from the subject. Because the mental state is of a

different class, the instrument must be different. There

can also be perceptual knowledge which arises from verbal

testimony, as in the case of pointing something out to

someone, the V~~~~~~P~~bhasanotes. Thus we should

be careful about the natn~e of ~~alabdh\ for it could

be very different from just sight.. The consciousness

limited by the mental state is the consciousness asso-

ciated with the means of knowledge (in this case anu

J2alabdhj). It is this latter which becomes one with

the consciousness limited by the mind. It should also

be kept in mind that it is absence of a particular thing

that is knorffi by anuEalabdh! and not the non-existence

of knowledge in general o
l27

-------
127V.PoS., p. 35.
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The Katha Uuanishad indicates a meaning for
~=i''''~'-''='''~-'''''''''''''''~~

~~la~dhi when it says:

Not by speech , not by mind,
Not by sight can He be apprehended.
HOi'T can Hebe comprehended r2:1Dal8:b,hl..§t~)
Other"i'Tise than by one IS saying-rHe is-r''?

He can indeed be comprehended (uDalabdl~J

by the thought IHe is' (~tf)~
And by (admitting) the real nature of both

(his comprehensibility and his incom
prehensi bill ty).

Uhen he has been comprehended C..£l?al~:l

by the tho ught I He j. s '
His real nature manifests itselfo 128

Oomprehension here, indicates understanding a thought

1Thich appears. in languageo I t is a type of apprehension

which grasps that YThich may only be demonstrated through

language but has a separate kind of existence. A deep

illter~relationship of language to thought and existence

seems to be implied. Incomprehension or non=apprehension

would involve some kind of mystification while indicating

the object's incapability of being approached. ~~

means obtailli~ent, catchings or aCQuisition. An being

the privative and ~l!-. m.eaning up or hither, ~~~lJrt

means not catching up, rather like a butterfly net.

This indicates for us the type of actiVity being analyzed
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and the nature of that vThich is apprehended" Instead·

of describing the instrument for the Imowledge of absence

as ~pprehensionp it is called non-apprehension" Nothing

in this case ls ~.J2}~~" The counterpositive of the

absence was no~~p~T~e4d£1 when the net swept a parti

cular location"

A J2f.§;,~na~?~ is the cause (~~~.) of a~ vTh:i.ch

is a true cognition.. "A kar§n~ is " • " the ~gu~ or.
special cause through the ~i£ll of which a particular

effect is produced.,,129 Therefore the absence grasped

by this instrument cannot be grasped by any other 1n-

strument" Memory seemed to be playing a large part in

~~~Lal~~i~l; but we must be cautious.. If it d~~

on memory~ then one would have to say that where we

forgot to think of something, which could be present,

it would appear"l30 The complexity of a situation in

which an absence is noticed is what lead to anuualabdlu
-=-~,d.-c;>;...---""","""""",~

being a unique ~~~~".
Anq12,,~l9- ~g,!2i is defined as 1I the extraordinary

cause of that apprehens:i.on of non=existence [abh~v~J

which is
1~1no t due to kno,\·rleclge as an instrUlllenti" II.,).
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It is not the cause of the knowledge of absent~ imper-

ceptible objects as inference, comparison, verbal tes=

timony, or presumption may be~ Thus it does not deal

with ~~~ ~a~~~, space, time or God. It does not

deal ,nth the memory of absenceo It must however have

the ability to take in or hold (~og~abd~L) what

could be perceived. That is, assuming the presence of

the counterpo s1ti ve in the substratum of the absence,

it would be perceived o This latter qualification is

turned into a canon for testing the validity of a non~

apprehension, that is "if it vlere present 1,t 'Vwuld have

been perceived." The proper sense must also have been

engaged. For example, if one does not feel something

which is beyond reach, it would be inappropriate to say

that it was abs,ent from sight" This means that the ab~

sent entity could l~ve been perceived from the same place

and at the same time in i-Thich the non""apprehensi.on took

place" One must be trying to perceive the absent object

and falling" But this trying as well as tesM.ng is an

act of the imagina'clon and as Das notes, "Imagination,

far from accoQuting for absence as a fact, presu.pposes

it at least as its occa8i-on,,!!132Thus al1EJ2,!ila~sla1. 1s not

- - -_. -
~~~~~~~=,.;.~=.,..~~~=~-~~~-""""~~""""'"---~~

t ..

132 nas , Adha:c
and Truth (Oalcutta:
pp:=i}r,-~f5"
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dependent on 'l"1hat tests i t~ but must take place under

the conditions where perception is possible, vizo 9 with

the eyes open and attentive~ sufficient light, the lo~

cation vnthin sight, etco As in any ~~9 the COll=.
ditions and process may be checked but the ~m~~ may

not be challenged" The objects of anu~lab1hi are the

four types of absence discussed in the last chaptero

8" !he A;g:a-:1.~~~1?_~J~9}1§~J2l<:.mof !ie.~~

The account of the factors in the occurrence of

8::.I*:g~i'l1?~cL.hi should not surprise us.. "On the perception

Of the existing object and recollection of the absent

one, there arises the subjective cmentalj knowledge

(manasam jnanam) of non·~exlstence ~ 11133 Tht s multiple

actiVity is conceived of at the moment of cognition as

one mental state" The functioning of a psa~~~~ is called

rr the psychosis of the internal organ r§;,!!E~~~~'lJH.,131.+

Sinha explains that the Advaitin, in distinction to the

Naiyayika who believes in the atomic nature of the ~p

finds nothing objectionable in lithe fusion of elementary

psychoses into a. conrposite psyChosis.1l135 There may be

133Da t:.ta~ Tl2:~~"§,iL'yJa;Z ..;,":~~(lJ: ..J\;nC?~litllg~ p. 190; quoted
from Bhatta Sloka~~Yart:'Lka p. 7+82 ...

•• " ~~~...,...~.....,..~~"'-~...~S'

134~1~~.~ po 37~

135sin.ha~ p~ 100.,



two different psychoses at the same time. Part of the

conception of ~a1£J2..c;lhl seems to have been in reaction

to Nyaya which tried to relate absence to its locus and

have it be seen through perceptiollo This made itneces~

sary for absence and its relation to its locus to be

separate realities. For Vedanta,anuQ.al~dhiwas an

The perception of the ground of an absence, which
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gives us immedi~te knowledge, is not all that is neces=

sary for anuualabdhi to occur 9 but it would be misleading
~~~-~ .

to assume that non~apprehension is the title for a logical

d,eais1.on that something isn't present. It is not the

conclusion of reasoning that something doesn't obtain}

any more than seeing a house on the way to the store

leads us to believe that the existence of the house

obtains. The intimate connection of knowledge and lank~

guage, sho~~ in Chapter III Section 3, goes far in ex

plaining at this point Why absence is not, in effect,

created by a counterpositiv8. To say that' absence is

a linguistic creation imposing itself on the 'real'

v'lOrld YlOuld be very mislead.ing. One 'ViQuld have to say

in the same breath that presence is a linguistic creation

imposing itself on the 'real 1wrIa. The merging of Q.aI~~=

r~J2a. and its substrs,tum ls the status quo of the ord.inary

world. But to see this a little more clearly in terms



of the Bhatta explanation g~ven in the last paragraph,

we need to explain a bit more about memory. Cognition

is an act which is not dependent on a person. It is

different from activity which may be commanded. The

freedom of a person is in terms of directing his cog

nition in a direction (closing eyes, plugging nose,

etc.). But one may not bring about the cognition or
I' •

non-cognition of something. Sankara explains this, show-
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ing the relationship of language to cognition. ". . ..
not the circumstance of subordination or non-subordina-

tion to some other purpose, but rather the presence or

absence of a certain idea furnishes a reason for (our

asswning) the existence of something. This is exem-

plified by the case of a person who. having set out for

some other purpose, (nevertheless) forms the conviction

of the existence of leaves, grass, and the like, which
136he sees lying on the road,,11

Similarly in memory and what makes up memory,

Bharatitirtha says, there is no dependence on human

effort but on the occurrence or process of residual

impressions arising. This is a kind of calling up,

but the power, like that in invocation, rests outside

of human control. Residual impressions are brought

136 'V.S., S.B.. , v. 1.3.33, vol. I, 220. See
also Chapter-rII, Section 3.



137forth even when one do eSl1' t desire theme· The sight

of something may call up "Ylhat is similar, as may thinking.

But memories may appear for some ill'.!.la101vn reason and in

this case betray an unseen potency in one's experience.

These three contributing factors arouse the cause of

memory but "Yrlthout controlling ito ~'hrougho1J:t this it

is impossible to have a memory of what hasn't been ex

perienced. (Thus at_~h£3.~ is defined in terms of

a contradictory combination of cognitions such as a

rabbi t and a horn,,) Iv1emory is thus tha t "Y1h1ch II is in=

capable of being performed or not performed or performed

otherwise (at one's will), does not go beyond the thing

as experienced, and is dependent only on the calling up

of the residual impression of that (experience)."138

Our memory continually makes us aware in new

ways of events 1i7h1ch we had previously only articulated

in one wa.y. lie find that we knevT things at the time

but hadn't artj.culated them. The problem vlith this in

non-apprehension is that at the moment of our confronta ....

tio'n \'lith a particUlar 10cus 9 vre must be aware of a par=

. ticular counterpo 81ti yeo This mili ta tes against a new

alvareness of an absence by means of non"'8.pprehension~
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in a thought about 'what has previously occurred.. It

must be explicit at the moment it occurs" In the case

of someone suggesting a counterpositive to us at a later

da t e (If Did you see a house where this fi elel is no \'T '?'I )

we presume due to our past observation of the location

(field) that the cotUlterpositive (house) '\'las absent ..

To bave had a non-apprehension we must have been aware

of it at the time.. (IINo, I remember not noticing one" II)

96 lhe~Clene"~ Kn~~8e C?.LI_g~nc~

Although ~ld-1LalaE.£13..~ makes illusoriness known,

it doesn't make the general knowledge of ignorance knOrffio

The spit t betl'reen the kno'wledge of the absence of kno\,!a.

ledge and the knowledge of an absent entity is important,

for it is the contention of Vedanta that. the kno'VTledge

of the absent entity is nescience alsoe ~;ya may be

distingUished from the l?!.~~~ with respect to what is
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kno i1ll 0 It represents the means to what is unknown~

whereas the .£r::::.m~~.§. represent the means to 'Hh2,t is kno1'ffi".
Each is related to the "YTi tness self (s~}C~il1) v.:n.de:r tnese

gUises.. But because ~xa is the cover of e,rerJ"t-hing,

even being the limi tlng adjunct of consciousness ~= 'fhich

is known as the an·~~~~f~~ ~~ it is directly accessible. .
to tho self without the intercession of various organs



HoW' ignorance is lmovm and "i'That kind of kno"\1'~

ledge this iS ll has not yet been answered. Yde are tempted

to say that the expression describing deep sleep upon

1-laking, rlI kne1"l nothing", is a statement of ignorance.

But. on close examination ll it reveals itself as the know~

ledge of having had_ no cogni tion~ It refers to lcnowing

that in tb.e state of deep sleep no names and forms pre~

sented thenseives or were dealt with. This is not the

knowledge of ignoranoe but the knowledge of the absence

of certain things. This knowledge occurs by presumption

C§:E.l~~:tt~) and not ~<.:J,.~i, because the counter r4

positives of absence are not remembered during blissfll1

sleep. 1fhat is perceived and remembered is the ul1dis~

turbed happiness of deep sleep, according to Advaita.

Because ~~ has the nature of an eXistent ll if there

had been cognition something would have been cognized

(as in the case of "I am ignorant/'). Ther.efore lie pre~

sume the l1on<~existence of cogni tion and say If I kne1'l

t .... ·< If " • k Ino Lung. This is further elucidated in Sanrara s com-

mentary on the V~~nt~ ~~§ 2.3.18 0 The locus of

such a negation is eXj.st.ence, of which there is no ne=

gation. This is explained: "Uhen space and tim8 are

(themselves) denied r then~ because of the non-existence

of another space and time, it should be said only of

the bare meaning of 'ex:tst' that it is the locus (oJ
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the negation)~ since negation without a locus is impos=

. bI 11 139
s~ ee

III am ignorantl' is the witness' direct~ and hence

immediate, experience of ~Zi~a. It is knOrID in the

manner of aclcnowledging a mood, like III am happy. II That

it can be a direct and immediate experience is explained

by the nature of ~~d~. It is IInon~lntelligent in

nature~ is located in the self and pervades things ex~

ternal and internal". 1AO The occurrence of the knowledge

of ignorance may be explained by the knowledge of other

moods. Pleasure and its apprehending mental mode subsist

in one and the same sUbstratum, the §:n:~~ahlfar"'§'Jl~. ~~his

means that a-mood is directly perceived as a quality

of the mind and not of an object external to the mind.

One's state of mind may be a type of differentiation,

but it is an encompassing state through which everything

is seen. If one says this is the problem, then the

meaning in the Tai:lli...u.ya tl:e.~.l~h~ 2.7 ( f1 tThcn j ho'wever,

one malcesa caVity, an interval therein, then he conies

111//·1· .pto have fear., .) is reduced to "'There there is .!.ear

there is fear. We think, however, that it means that
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where one cognizes absence there is fear. Difference

is then a mode of ignoranceo To say III am ignorant"

is to conceive oneself as ~~, which is to state the

problem. One ~s eXisting as absence and one is lost.

This knol'Tledge then points not to one I s nature~ but on

the one hand to a position apart from where it is J2.2.§sib~

to be, and on the other hand to the understanding (the

wi tness) of a>~. Ooncei ved as such, ~~ is an

existent ground in which to be lost.

The experience, or knowledge, of ignorance is

realized by becoming verbal testimony: "l am ignorant. 1I

This statement itself is theu the .E.raIl:1p:~ for the knov-l-.
, d ~. llL2 ". n- 1
~e ge 01 19norance.-· Sankara qualil1es this particu ar

knowledge as follo"\'1"s: "The absence of know"ledge cannot

be referred to, unless the absence be the object of a

direct consciousness of it during the absence." 143

, .
from Sanka.ra's
v. 6.2.



OONCLUSION

Two problems were opened to us in the last chap

ter. The problem of the na.ture of the fear, which d1f-

ference arouses in us, and the threat which absence con-

tains did not become clear. The Qualification of our

knOl'Tledge of ignorance, as having to occur by a direct

consciousness of it, was not tied to the analysis of

ignorance as a mod.e of absence. During the course of

the expansion of these problems, I hope to review some
,

of the results of this inquiry, and open the way to a

few parting thoughts in the appendiX.

1fe have noticed at several points in this essay

that absence and presence are reciprocal14l~ (and essen~'

tially positive) entities. Knowledge may in no way be
- 45created by man and absence is no exceptiono 1 . We may

learn from others where there is sim~ilarity and differenoe

just as someone may point out to us something that we

hadn't noticed before.
,
Sankara tells the story of ten

people who cross a river. When they reach the other side

they decide to count the number present to see that they

------~....----~

l44For example, see po 64 0

145see p. 63 and footnote #108.
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had all maQe it safely. Each one counts the other people

ahd decides that there are only nine people present.,

Finally someone points out that the counter is the tenth

man., We may learn from others about what is present as

well as about what is absent. But such things have to

be or not be there to be acknovrledged.

Although absence as we now lliLderstand it may be

connected luth presence to a certain extent, there is

still an absolute split in their expression. As objects

of knowledge and in the means to their acknowledgement

they are separate. Yet we can and must be cognizant

of both, for we exist as the connection and dialectic

between them. Because the self is not manifest it can

carryon the dialogue of presence and absence. If it

were to be manifest it could not partake of both as it

would be either one or the other.

Many of the most wide-ranging experiences of

absence (ignorance, the non-cognition of sleep, not know

ing dharma) are not contracted by an~alabdhi yet cer

tainly partake of absence. In Chapter V, I maintained

that even ignorance is a mode of absence, for it is the

discovery of one's mode of existence as that "V'Thich is essen

tially absent or absenting. "I am ignorant" is almost a

statement of location. It is partially for this reason that



we see the approach of the student in boredoill$ threatened

principally by the void. 146 Still we have been able

indirectly to consider these absences and understand
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their distinction from perceptual knowledge.

is simply the empiri.cal coul1terpartof perception vlith

a few changes~ We cannot hive a non-apprehension in

retrospect (we also cannot perceive in retrospect what

we didn ' t perceive at the time)" ~:Q..a~hi is only

partially immediate and is more tied up with the name

and form of objects than is perception.

In the Taitt,~~1!Q~rrh~~2 0 6-7 the problem.
of the threat of absence is discussed. The threat is

thoroughly aclmo1'lledged as something which must have

been vTell kn01ID to the hearers of this upani~ado Fear~

which is produced by the cognition of distinction, is

the ordinary translation for b_haY~:1. It is said "When
•

the other makes even a small hole in him then fear

tbb~~;y:a~J is procluced for bim. lIl4'"""{ Haking a small hole

means considering Bramaan by any kind of distinction.

~~!i! is dread, alarm, fear or anxiety, and it arises

not in the perception of identity but in that which dis~~

ti.nguisheso "lihat distinguishes is characterized by a

~ ..

lL~6See Ohapter II.

? 7...... 0' $ in
,.

I{oe:t'~ po
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hole which is a distinguishing absence o The reason for

'.this, Sankara explains, is that by seeing even a small

difference, the fear of change and the aclcnowledgement

of the annihilation of what one identifies oneself with
148

OCClU'So Seeing an absence in Brahman is to have

seen him as not eXisting and it is by absence that one

distinguishes. One who sees absence is joined with it

and if he sees that as himself, then he becomes absent.

~~, is the experience of thinking of oneself as dif

ferentiated. This is explained by the creation of the

world 1n which Brahman when manifested became distinguished

by all that is and is not. "tlhen he had ente:red it ==

he was endowed with form and void of form =- defined and

not defined == a foundation and without foundatlon ==

endovTecl with knol'Tledge and void of knol'11edge r ..,,1! ~ 149

The unity of Brahman was thus obsoured by difference.

The encounter wi th difference 1.8 the encounter \,ri th ig=
, .

norance. This analysis of E~~ is confirmed by Sankara's

assertion that identification YTi th another causes pain·

150in the other's absence.

·The psychology of perception developed on pages

1 L1-8 'V0 ..§,~' S~ Be, vo 1" l~ 19, vol. I ~ 71.

Ib·9 6 ..
I !§J.-bJl", v" 2" , in Roe:c, p" 217"

150I~l?~, S.B. f v" 2.3,,1+6, vol" II, 63=65"
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67--69 alds in seeing the ease Hi th which ignorance may

be entered. The immediacy of perception increases the

likelihood of an identity with absence. This psychology

of the moVing out of the ~~~a~~~:~~~ explains the ex

haustion of buying food in a supermarket; looking at

row' upon rOH' of different items. Instead' of the mind

being the receptor of sensations it is extended. Thus

the more sensation the more exhausted one becomes. Sen=

sation vTOuld not be valued for :i.ts olvn sake in Advaita.

The fear occurring in the apprehension of absence

brings us to another designation of absence, the end.

For it is the end above all which strikes fear in us.

vle think oiit as the void which describes a long form.

The end of a ruler is distinguished by the absence of

any more ruler•. It may also designate that which limits

anything. The Vedantic interpretation of absence, however,

points OO.t that not only is the absence a positive entj.ty

but the substratum which underlies the lQl0wledge of an

absence is existenc8 e Even ~~ is an existent although

it is devoid of consciousness.

This latter understandj.ng of absence 1fS inter ...

preted in terms of the relationship of the knouer and

the vrorld as being array, and also in terms of the objects

kn.o,'m in the Ywrld as being a 1tTay. ~i.'his presented itself

through the pro blem of c8.uf.;ali ty in i-ihleh 1;T8 found tInt

t-



there is no possibility of existence springing from non-

existence. The Dause and the affect are continuous and

thus absent entities, as effects, are YTaiting to be un

covered in their causes. 15I Thus we noticed that the

t t f b .'. i t h d d' 11s a us 0 a sence Vls-a-v~s non-ex S' ence a ra lca y

changed. This understanding of causality affected our

understanding of memory and language.

All four types of abhava occur experientially
~~

and immediately. They are not just linguistic concep-·

tions but are interpreted experiences. By the Advaitin

account of absence in terms of positive entities, the

i~possibility' of maintaining a dtm but undefined idea

of something missing or wrong is expoilllded•. What is

wrong is preoisely the differenoe in the conception of

oneself. An lmencountered alternative can have no exis-

tence for the individual, for the alternative must be

in one's memory. Hence the necessary alterna ti ves are

already present in the individualts existence. The

person's loss and state of being away is defined in

terms of the nature of his involvement v.Tith avldya and
~_d&o-=

it is explained by an analysis of this involvement.

One of the criteria of truth ls that it leads
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to salvation (ill2..ls~a) 0 ~\his becomes linked in a strange

way vIi th the problem of absence. The cognition of an

absence points out a deficiency in what is present~

The requirement, however~ that something always has

to exist as the counterpositive of an absence, may seem

to end the type of crlticism which is aware -that a problem

exists but does not knOl'T what it is. As a l'lesterner,

I may be inclined to believe that a counterpositi-ve

(the solution -for the problem ofvrhat is absent) may

not already exist (as in the case of invention). ~~his

goes against the concept of causality in Vedanta. Now

it is important that '@!2k~~~, if it is discoverecl~ be

eternal. The historical question of whether the idea

of the eternity of salvation preceded the idea of the

prior existence. of counterpositives for the knowledge

of the absent entity is beside the point. The concept

of the temporal creation by man of 1'rhat he determines

to be a solution, alongsid.e the concept that to be saved

he must be immortal,is an impossible situation. What

becomes clear in the Advaitiu discussion is that the

prior existence of :the counterposi tive is.necessary for

t.he problem to occur. That is, the discovery of' salva~

tlonrequires -that the moment of discovery be inctdental

to the existence of the counterpositive. It cannot be

qualified, in an essenttal ,,'ray, by the fact. of its



acknow"ledgement"

We discovered that al~~~ is a phenomenon vrh:ioh

is essent:i.ally absent from being~ But it is the }QJ.OW"-

ledge of this I'lhioh presents that 1'lhich is eternal and

that which is not& The persistance of the consciousness

of a jar~ even when the jar disappears, makes the know=

ledge of absence available even as it presents the per=

sistance of consd.ousness. It becomes necessary through

a process of negatinO' (neti·oneti) to ShOrT the absento ~_~_

nature of our being with phenomena. For to ackuowledge

phenomena as absence~ ultimately by a£av~da~ is to concur

with the presence of Brahman"

As the flow"'lug, sea·~going rivers, "Then
they have reached the sea, are annihilated~

as their names and forms perish and only the
name of sea remains, so the sixteen parts of
the ydtness (soul) which are going to the
soul (as the rivers to the sea), when they
have reached the soul, are annihilated, their
names and forms perish and only the name of
soul remains; it is (then) lllthout parts, it
is immortal. Here follows this memorial verse:

-

"I.Jet man lmoT/T the spirit, who ought to
be kno-I"m~ in whom the (sixteen) parts abide,
as the spokes in the nave Cn2.bhauJ (of the lC1?
\'Theel), in order that deathme:y not pai.n you. 1I

--
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APPENDIX

A Note on Images of Absence
~==--=-=~~ ~P"= ~_~

That there is fear w"here one sees the slightest

hole in Brahman explains one aspect of the symbolism of

circles, but holes are jagged things which penetrate

other things~ 1'fe may distinguish holes in this sense

from circles which unify and represent the central point

of a wheeL Circles "delimit an essential vacancy at the

central part of that which revolves and hence repeats.

That '\1h1cb. is repetitions is the alternating absence and

presence of an enti t:v. The center of a r7hee1 is YThat

it revolves around, but for repetition to occur and the

wheel to spin, an axle is required. I~ is the hole in

the center of the wheel which permits an axle so that

the w"heel can be Sp1h'1.. The motionless center of the

wheel is thus what enables repetition. But this center

is plenitude. It is the spirit, according to the ~rasn~

U~~i~a~ 6.5~6. But it is more than this. It is pos~

sible that the symbol of the wheel nave (0) became the

designation for zero, even as the name itself (g'£-"!?t!a)
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came to mean zero .153 As such the concept of zero i';as

a. very full and unthreatening concept, for it witnessed

the plenitude of being. Absence in this sense presents

no fear of the void; it is its antithesis. The same

could be said with the concept of space. Its fullness

is contingent on its non~differentiation. When zero

and space are conceived as permeated by being, the void

and nothingness have no residence in our world.
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153 Ooomaram.ramy, Ananc1a K o , !l Kha and Other Words
Denoting 'Zero' in Connection with thel1etaphysics of
Space H

, Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies
1t0!lsl.2.!L~J~l~I1I~~I£il,.L'ondoi17-'lSrJ4:='~~~~~~----~~~
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